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ABSTRACT 

In the growing field of digital system design, there is a 

great need for design tools that will assist the engineer in 

developing large scale systems. AHPL, ft Hardware Programming 

Language, is a hardware description language which allows a 

digital system to be described, evaluated, and analyzed. But 

like many design tools, AHPL cannot satisfy the multitude of 

design tool applications. 

In order to enhance the power of AHPL as a design tool, an 

EDIF translator is developed. The EDIF translator generates an 

EDIF net list of an AHPL design, thus making it possible to port 

AHPL designs to other design tools. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the growing field of digital system design, there is a 

great need for design tools that will assist the digital designer 

in developing new ideas and products. 0 hardware description 

language is one design tool that aids the digital designer. ft 

hardware description language becomes a very powerful fool when 

complemented with a language compiler which allows a digital 

system to be evaluated and analyzed. In the present day where 

digital designs are complex and incornprehensible to the 

individual, a hardware description language and its associated 

language compilers becomes a necessity for today's digital 

designer. Because of this current situation, the area of 

Compute*—Aided Design <CAD> has grown tremendously. There exists 

an unlimited number of digital design tools available to the 

digital designer. But in many cases the digital designer cannot 

acquire one single CAD tool that will meet all of his/her needs. 

Because of this situation, there usually exists a need for one 

design tool to interact with another. 



a 

AHPL, ft Hardware Programming Language, is a formalized 

hardware description language introduced by Dr. Fred Hill and Dr. 

Gerald Peterson of the University of Arizona. The AHPL hardware 

description language in itself is a powerful tool for formally 

communicating digital designs. The power of OHPL as a design 

tool is greatly enhanced by the compiler provided for processing 

designs expressed in OHPL. Like all design tools, OHPL and its 

associated language compilers can not satisfy the exhaustive list 

of COD requirements. While AHPL and its associated compilers may 

handle a certain subset of CAD requirements, other available CAD 

tools may satisfy another subset. Thus, to aid the designer even 

further, the problem of communicating design data from one CAD 

package to another must be solved. In most cases, users of CAD 

tools had to develop there own custom interfaces in order that 

the capabilities of one tool could be used on the design data of 

another. 

EDIF (Electronic Design Interchange Format) is an attempt to 

solve the communications problem between various CAD tools. EDIF 

is a data exchange standard used to exchange data between CAD 

tools. In principle, EDIF can create a link between any CAD 

system using any data format. Such design information as 

net lists, IC layouts, PC board layouts, and schematic data are 

.just a few of the data formats that can be represented using 

EDIF. The EDIF standard was developed to be used in the 
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following manner. In the event that there exists a need for one 

design tool to communicate its design data to another, the first 

design tool would translate the particular data to the proper 

EDIF design format. The second design tool would in turn 

translate the EDIF design data into its appropriate internal 

representation. Thus by providing either a EDIF input or EDIF 

output translator as an additional feature with a CAD tool, the 

problem of exchanging design data between design tools, in 

principle, is solved. 

The purpose of this project is to develop and implement an 

EDIF output translator for the AHPL compiler. The type of design 

data to be represented by EDIF has been selected to be a logical 

net list of standard digital devices. The success of such a 

project will allow available CAD tools to operate on design 

information provided by AHPL. The approach used for this project 

is shown in Figure 1.1. 

Chapter £' of this paper will discuss the specific approach 

used to develop an EDIF translator for the AHPL compiler. 

Chapter 3 will describe the details of the implementation of the 

EDIF translator, while Chapter 4 will illustrate some examples of 

using the EDIF translator. Chapter 5 will discuss weak points of 

the EDIF translator and possible enhancements. 
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FIG. 1.1. The Three Stage fiHPL Hardware Compiler. 
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CHAPTER £ 

ORGANIZATION of the AHPL to EDIF TRANSLATOR 

EDIF BACKGROUND 

EDIF is an attempt to standardised the method for data 

exchange between various CAD tools. The need for such a standard 

stems from the present situation found in the area of CAD tools. 

Because all CAD tools are different, and because one CAD tool may 

perform a task better than another, a digital designer may 

typically have several design tools from various vendors. But 

because of the time cost of generating the same design in various 

formats for the various tools, designers usually have to choose 

only a single design tool from one vendor. EDIF is a formalised 

data description language that allows various characteristics of 

a electronic design to be described. With such a standard, 

designs can be described once on a single CAD system and then 

translated to the desired EDIF format. A second CAD system could 

translate the EDIF information to a particular form required by 

the second CAD system. Therefore, a standard such as EDIF would 

allow the design engineer to choose the optimal schematic capture 

tool from one vendor and the optimal PC board layout system from 

another. 



The EDIF description is a hierarchical structure, abstract at 

its higher levels and more detailed at its lower levels. The 

basic hierarchical structure of EDIF can be seen in Figure £.1. 

fin EDIF file description of a design contains items termed 

libraries, cells, views, interfaces, and contents. On EDIF 

library is a collection of design information and cells. The 

design inforrnation for a particular library may contain 

information ranging from physical design rules to behavioral 

descriptions. Also within libraries are cell definitions which 

are described by the design information contained in the library. 

Cells of a library are the building blocks of a design. 

Depending on what design information is desired a particular-

library is constructed with appropriate technology information 

and cell definitions based on the design. The contents of a 

library is not part of the EDIF standard. It is up to the 

developer of EDIF translator to define a library(s) of 

appropriate information. Libraries may be internal or external. 

Internal libraries are ones which are completely defined within 

an EDIF file description. External libraries are ones which are 

contained in files external to the EDIF file. 

EDIF is a hierarchical structure which allows the definition 

of cells or libraries by using the occurrences of other 

previously defined cells or libraries. (This is evident in 

Figure £.1.) Thus complex cell definitions can be constructed by 
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using other instances of cells previously defined. fin example 

where this could be used is in defining a large scale integrated 

(LSI) part as a cell using previously defined cells of small 

scale integrated (SSI) parts. 

A cell definition may have various views. .0 view represents 

a particular type of information about the cell. There are 

currently ten types of views in EDIF Version £' 0 0. The view 

names and a short description of each are given below: 

NETLIST - This view is used to described connectivity 

attri butes. 

SCHEMATIC - This view is used to represent graphical 

information about a cell. 

SYMBOLIC - This view is used to describe abstract 

information about the cell. It is a flexible view which 

can be used as a go between for other views such as tht=; 

SCHEMATIC and MASKLAYOUT views. 

MfiSKLfiYOUT - This view is used to describe the physical 

inforrnation needed to represent the various figures that 

would represent the actual masks for a design. 

PCBLAYOUT - This view is similar to the MASKLAYOUT view 

except it represents the figures that would be required 

for a PC Board. 

LOGICMODEL - This view is used to describe the logical 

information of a cell for the purpose of simulation. 
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DOCUMENT - This view is used to document the cel.J. 

GRAPHIC — This view is used to represent graphical data 

about a figure defined in a cell. 

BEHAVIORAL - This vi ew is incomplete in the current EDIF 

Version. 

STRANGER - This view is used to represent data that is 

not covered by any of the other views. 

The different EDIF views discussed above represent the 

various ways a digital design can be described. Each view is 

structured to represent a particular aspect of a design. fin EDIF 

design can contain one or many types of views. The views used to 

describe the digital design depend on the user's application. 

One should note that the various types of views are independent, 

in that they only represent information particular to their type. 

Therefore, design information found in one type of view can not 

be used to generate a different view of that design. In other-

words, all design information found in views of a design 

originate from the original design description. 

There are two other items of concern in the EDIF description 

file. Within the view of a cell there is the interface construct 

and the optional contents construct. The interface construct is 

used to define the information that a declaration of a cell will 

need to specify the type of view selected. The contents 
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construct of a view is used to describe details of the cell's 

structure based on the definitions of other cells used within the 

cell being described. 

It is obvious from the description given above that EDIF is a 

data exchange format capable, in principle, of describing many 

aspects of a digital design. The focus of this project will be 

on the NETLIST view. • The NETLIST view allows for an 

implementation of the AHPL design. It allows for the declaration 

of logic devices that will be used in the design of and 

interconnection data. The goal of this project is to translate 

the Abstract Element Link List (flELL) of the flHPL compiler to an 

EDIF description file containing information about the 

connectivity of the flHPL design in standard logical gate form. 

Specifically, the purpose of EDIF translator developed here is to 

translate the OELL output of the flHPL compiler to an EDIF net list 

form compatible with the form produced by the schematic capture 

feature of the OrCAD design system. This type of EDIF 

description is desired because it would allow digital designs 

described in flHPL to be simulated using OrCAD's event driven 

simulator. It would also allow AHPL designs to be used with Mask 

Layout CAD tools available from Tanner Research. 



fir. ED IF EXAMPLE 

To obtain a deeper understanding of the details of an EDI 

representation of a logical net list, an example will be 

presented. ft simple two-level ftND-OR gate network is shown i 

Fig. £.£. 0 schematic of this simple digital network was 

constructed using the OrCftD schematic design system. The 

schematic capture feature of OrCftD was invoked to generate th 

EDIF net list found on the following pages. 
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7-ai.Sce 
FIG. 2.2. ft schematic representing an AND-OR network. 

INITIALIZATION 

•EDIF 0_AND_0R._SCH 
(status 

•• EDIFVersion 1 1 0) 
(EBIFLevel 0) 
(Written 
(TirneStamp 1983 17 15 IS £3) 
(comment "The ABOVE TirneStamp is local 
(accounting Program "NETLIST.EXE") 
(accounting ProgramVersion " V3.00 
(comment "(C) Copyright 1985,1986,1987 

rporat ion ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.") 

t ime") 

i1-Nov—87") 
QrCFiD Systems 

11 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
1 Q 
20 
21 

> 

> 
(external TTL_!_IB) 
(design A_AND_0R_SCH (qualify lib root)) 
(1i brary lib 
(cell root 
(stat us 
(Written 
(TirneStamp 1989 £ 17 15 17 48) 
(comment "The ABOVE TirneStamp is local time") 
(comment " February 17, 1989") 

I FACE 

24 (view NETLIST root_NET 
25 (interface 
26 (define input port VCC) 
27 (define input port A) 
28 (define input port B) 
29 (define input port GND) 
30 (define output port Z) 
31 (define input port C) 
32 (define input port D) 
33 ) 
34 (contents 
35 (instance (qualify TTL_LIB X_74LS08) X_74LS08_NET Ulfi) 
36 (instance (qualify TTL_LIB X_74LS08) X_74l_S08_NET U2A) 
37 (instance (qualify TTL_LIB X_74LS32) X_74LS3£_NET U3A) 



38 
39 
40 
41 
4£ 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
5 c.' 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
7£ 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
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JOIN 

(j oi ned 
fi 
(qualify Ulfi P 001) 
) 
(j o ined 
(qualify U1P P_003) 
(q ua1i fy U30 P_001) 
) 
(joined 
B 
(qualify U10 P_00£) 
) 

(.joined 
(qualify U3ft P_003) 
Z 
) 

(.joined 
(qualify U£A P_014) 
(qualify U3R p_014) 
(qualify UlPl P 014) 
VCC 
) 

(.joined 
C 
(qualify P_001) 
) 

(.joined 
D 
(qualify U£Q P_00£) 
) 

(.joined 
(qualify U£fl P_007) 
(qualify U3R P_007) 
(qualify Ulfi P_007) 
SND 
) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 



The EDIF net list of the AND-OR network can be broken into 

three sections as shown. The first part which I has been termed 

the INITIALIZATION section, consists of items which are not of 

great importance. Most of the items are just formalities that ar 

nominally required by the EDIF standard. The lines of the EDIF 

file found in the INITIALIZATION section can be explained as 

follows: 

Line 1 - This line identifies the file as an EDIF file 

and also lists the name of the digital design described 

by the EDIF net list. 

Line £ - This line indicates the status section of the 

EDIF file. Within this section, the status of the EDIF 

file is described. 

Line 3 - This line identifies the version of the EDIF 

standard being use in the EDIF file. 

Line A - This line identifies the level being used in 

this EDIF file. There are three possible EDIF levels 

ranging between 0 and £'. (A complete description of the 

EDIF levels can be found in reference H5D.) 

Line 5 - This line identifies the Written section of the 

EDIF file. This section identifies when.the EDIF file 

was generated along with other comments. 

Lines £ - 10 - These lines identify the time that the 

EDIF file was generated and also comments about other 

•rCAD formalities. It should be noted that Written 

section is used for documentation and is optional. 



Line 11 - Shows the closing parenthesis for the Written 

sect ion. 

Line 1£ - Shows the closing parenthesis for the status 

sect ion. 

Line 13 - Identifies the external library that is used 

for the EDIF file. The external library name TTL_LIB 

indicates that the OrCPiD library of standard TTL logic 

devices will be used to describe the design information 

found in the EDIF description. 

Line 14 - This line identifies the design section of th 

EDIF file. On this line, the name of the digital 

design, the internal library, and the cell name are 

identified. fis shown in the EDIF file the design name 

is A_AND_QR_SCH, the internal library name is defined t 

be lib, and the cell name is defined to be root. It 

should be noted that these names are .just that, and 

could be chosen to be something different. 

Line 15 - This line identifies the library section of 

the EDIF file. It lists the EDIF keyword library and 

the name of the library. 

Line IS - This line identifies the cell section of the 

EDIF file. It lists the EDIF keyword cell and the name 

of the cell. 

Lines 17-£3 - These lines describe another status and 

Written section within the cell. 



Lines 1 - £3 describe the INITIALIZATION section. There are 

not many items within this section of interest except for the 

choice of the external library. There are several external 

libraries that OrCAD will allow. These are a CMOS_LIB, a 

TTL_LIB, a INTEL_LIB, a DEVICE_LIB, a MOTO_LIB, a IBM_LIB, and an 

ANALOG_LIB. The only external libraries of interest for this 

project is the TTL and CMOS libraries since the final product 

desired is a netlist of interconnected gates and flip-flops. For 

the example being discussed the TTL library is chosen, therefore 

the cells (logical gates) that will describe the AND-OR network 

will be made up of Low Power Schotky (LS) devices. 

The IFftCE section of the EDIF file is the second section of 

the EDIF netlist describing the AND-OR network. The EDIF keyword 

view indicates the beginning of this section. In the IFACE 

section there are two sub sections called the interface and 

contents sections. In this EDIF file the interface section is 

used to define how the outside world will interface or connect to 

the view of this cell. The contents section is used to describe 

how this cell is defined based on the primitive cells (gates) 

found within the external library. The details of each line 

within the view section can be described as follows: 

Line £4 - This line identifies the view section of the 

EDIF file. Along with the EDIF keyword view, the type of 

view is identified along with the name of the view. The 



type of the view is identified to be a NETLIST and the 

name of the view is chosen arbitrarily to be root_NET. 

Line £5 - This line identifies the interface section of 

the EDIF file. 

Lines £6-3£ - These lines identify the input and output 

ports to be interfaced with the digital design (the 

cell). The OND-OR network shown in Fig £. £. shows that 

there are four inputs to the network (A,B,C, and D) and 

one output (Z). These inputs and outputs are defined in 

these lines along with the input ports VCC and GND. VCC 

and 6ND are implicit inputs which are used to power and 

ground the gates found within the LS packages. 

Line 33 - This line contains the closing parenthesis for 

the interface section. 

Line 34 - This line identifies the contents section of 

the EDIF file. 

Lines 35-37 - These lines list the occurrences or 

instances of cells (LS packages) from the external 

library, TTL_LIB. Here the primitive cells needed to 

represent the AND-OR design are declared. Examining line 

37 shows how the OR gate shown in Fig. £. £. is declared. 

The EDIF keyword instance indicates the declaration of a 

primitive cell. The cell of choice is selected by using 

the keyword qualify. Using qualify, a 74LS3£ package 

from the external TTL_LIB is selected. The word 

X_74LS3£_NET indicates that net list information (pin 

names) about the 74LS3£ package is desired. The last 

item on this line gives the name of this information. It 

is taken from Fig. £. £ to be U3fl. 



The last sectiori of the EDIF description file has been termed 

the JOIN section. This section is formally still part of the 

contents section but has been broken up in this way for 

explanation convenience. Within the join section, the 

connections between the various gates, input ports, and output 

ports are described using the linguistics of the EDIF standard. 

The EDIF keyword join is used to establish the fact that the 

items listed within this section are shorted together. 

Therefore, to describe the interconnect ions of the flND-OR network 

of Fig. £. £, a list of join sections is used to short appropriate 

input ports, output ports, and gate pins. Lines 38-72 of the 

EDIF description file describe these connections. One can easily 

verify that these join sections of the EDIF description file 

correctly describe the interconnections of the flND-OR network. 

The remaining lines of the EDIF description file are lines 73 -

7B. These lines all contain a single closing parenthesis which 

indicate the end of the contents, view, cell, library, and EDIF 

sections of the EDIF description file. With the explanation 

given above, one can easily see how a digital design can be 

described by an interconnect ion of gates using the EDIF standard. 

EDIF and flHPL 

Fig. £.3. shows the interface between the compiler of flHPL 

and the EDIF translator. The purpose of the EDIF translator is 

to transform the flELL output of the flHPL compiler into a EDIF 



net list consistent with the example above. This would allow 

designs developed in ftHPL to be ported to other CftD tools 

accepting EDIF netlists as valid descriptions of digital systems. 

The actual approach use in this project is shown in Fig £.4. 

Because the ftHPL stage £ compiler does not physically output the 

ftELL list to a file which can be manipulated by a stage 3 

compiler, a stage£3 compiler is produced. This simply means that 

a copy of the stage£ compiler is modify to produce both the 

stage£ ftELL list along with the stage3 output, which in this 

project is an EDIF net list file. 
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FIG. £.3. The Three Stage AHPL Hardware Compiler. 
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FIB. 2.4. The Stage£3 fiHPL Hardware Compiler. 



CHAPTER 3 

IMPLEMENTATION 

STAGE £• OUTPUT 

Before going into the details of the EDIF translator developed 

in this project, a review of the AHPL stage£ compiler is in order. 

Fig. £.4 shows that a design is presented to the AHPL stagel 

compiler in the AHPL format. The output of stagel is a list of 

tables which is used as the input to stage£. The output of stage£ 

is the Abstract Element Link List (AELL). The AELL is an 

interconnection of logic elements which describe the original AHPL 

design. It is abstract in the sense that the interpretation of 

the AELL is dependent on the application. For one application, 

the AELL may be interpreted as a list of functions which describe 

the AHPL design for simulation purposes. For this application, 

the AELL is interpreted as interconnect ion list used for 

generating a hardware interpretation of the design.[ID 

The AELL structure is shown in Figure 3. £. The AELL consists 

of six one-dimensional arrays and one two-dimensional array with 

the names shown in Figure 3.£. Only five of the six arrays are of 



interest for the EDIF translator being developed here. The arrays 

of interest are GftTTYP, ILINK, OLINK, SYMLNK, and IOLIST. 

GATTYP 

SXGINP 

SIGLNK 

OLINK 

SYMLNK 

IOLIST 

FIG. 3.2. Abstract Element Link List. 

Stage£ compilation assigns an element number to every logic 

element of the ftHPL design. The element number is used as an 

index into each of the three one dimensional arrays, GATTYP, 

ILINK, SYMLNK, and OLINK. Oil the information about a logic 

element can be obtained by using its corresponding element number 

as an index into each of the four one-dimensional arrays. The 

array GATTYP is used to store the type code for each logic 

element. An element type may be AND, OR, NAND, DFF, etc. The 

various types of logic elements and their corresponding type 

codes are shown in Table 3.1. 
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NOME TYPE CODE MEANING 

INPUT 4016 External Input 
OUTPUT 4019 External Output 
AND 4001 AND gate 
NAND 400S NAND gate 
OR 4003 OR gate 
NOR 4005 NOR gate 
EXOR 4004 EXOR gate 
DFLOP 400S D-Type Flip Flop 
MEMCKT 4009 Memory Circuit 
CLAND 4031 CLU ANf) gate * 
CLNflND 4032 CLU NAND gate * 
CLOR 4033 CLU OR gate * 
CLXOR 4034 CLU EXOR gate 
CND 4029 Control AND gate 
ORCS 4030 Control OR gate 

* CLU - Combinational Logic Unit 

TABLE 3.1. Element types and corresponding codes. 

The contents of the arrays ILINK, OLINK, and SYMLNK are 

pointers which represent row numbers of the two dimensional 

array, I0LIST. The list of inputs connected to a logic element 

can be located by using the pointer found in ILINK at the element 

number of interest. Similarly, the list of logic elements 

connected to output of the logic element of concern, is found by 

using the pointer from OLINK. The pointer from SYMLNK is used to 

locate the symbolic name of the logic element of concern. 

I0LIST is a three column array. The first two elements of 

the array store input/output information. The third column of 

I0LIST contains another row number of I0LIST which contains more 



input/output information. If the third column of IOLIST is zer 

then there is no other inforrnat ion. 

GATTYP ILINK OLINK SYMLNK 

10 

11 

1£ 

14 

17 

£0 

19 4001 5 - -

40 4003 1£ - -

55 4001 £0 10 17 

IOLIST 

55 0 0 

19 58 11 

40 0 0 

55 1Q 14 

67 0 0 

40 - -

£3 7£ 0 

40 

SYMBOL TABLE 

'CNTC03' 

FIG. 3.3. The arrays of an AELL example. 

To fully understand how the arrays of the AELL can describe 

an interconnect ion of logic elements, a small example is 

considered. Figure 3.3. shows four gates, three AND gates and 

single OR gate. The element numbers for each gate is shown 

within the gate symbol. The type of logic element #55, is 

located by obtaining the contents of GATTYP at location #55. 

Doing this shows that the type code is 4001 which from Table £. 



corresponds to an AND element. The inputs to element #55 are 

found by obtaining the pointer in ILINK. The contents of ILINK 

at element #55 has the pointer £0. The pointer 20 is the 

corresponding row number of I0LIST where input information about 

element #55 is stored. Row 55 of the I0LIST array shows that 

elements £3 and 7£ are connected to the inputs of element #55. 

Using the pointer found in OLINK, the elements connected to 

output of element #55 is found to be elements 40, 58, and 19. To 

find the symbolic name of element #55, the pointer found in 

SYMLNK (17) is used to index into I0LIST. The contents of IDLIST 

at row 17 in column 1 gives a pointer into the SYMBOL TABLE 

produced by stagel. The contents of the SYMBOL TABLE at the 

pointer position gives the symbolic name of element #55 which is 

'CNT COD'. 

The above example was presented to illustrate the general 

workings of the AELL. A more detailed discussion of the stage £ 

abstract element link list can be found in reference Zll. 

AELL and EDIF 

The mapping of the stage£ compiler output with that of the 

EDIF standard is explained here. The purpose is to explain the 

mapping between the logic elements and their links of the AELL 

with the format of the EDIF standard. 



The purpose of the EDIF transformer is to translate the fiELL 

output of the fiHPL stagel compiler to a EDIF net list. To 

accomplish this task, a one-to-one correspondence between the 

items found in the fiELL must be made with the constructs of the 

EDIF net list. This is easily done. The logic elements of the 

fiELL become the standard gates of the external library of the 

EDIF net list. For instance, if the fiELL has called for a logical 

fiND with two inputs then the corresponding item for the EDIF 

net list would be a 7408. The links found in the fiELL which 

connect various logic elements together are mapped with the join 

construct of the EDIF' net list. fin example of this would be a 

pointer found in the ILINK array connecting the input of a logic 

element with the output of another. The EDIF translation of this 

would be to connect these gates by using the join construct of 

EDIF. External inputs and outputs of the fiELL are transformed to 

EDIF input and output ports respectively. The entire fiHPL design 

concept represented by the fiELL output is mapped into EDIF as a 

library which contains all the information needed to descv-ibe the 

net list of the fiHPL design. 

DfiTfi STRUCTURES 

The data structure used in implementing the EDIF translator 

is described here. The structures used resemble the ones used to 

make up the fiELL output with some distinctions. fill the 

structures used are arrays. fi total of eight arrays are used to 



generate the EDIF net list. The various arrays and their 

corresponding functions are described below. 

Three of the eight arrays are similar to ones found in the 

AELL output. GATNEW is a one-dirnensional array which like its 

AELL counterpart GATTYP, stores the type of a logic device. 

ILKNEW is a one-dirnensional array which stores a pointer to the 

two-dimensional array IONEW which stores the list of inputs going 

to the logic device of concern. ILKNEW and IONEW complete the 

same tasks as the ILINK and IOLIST avn-ays respectively of the 

AELL output. The three arrays BATNEW, ILKNEW, and IONEW are used 

for the same exact function found in the AELL output. The only 

difference between these arrays and the one ones of the AELL is 

that the size of the EDIF arrays are larger. The reason these 

arrays are larger will be discussed shortly. 

There are five other one-dimensional arrays used in the EDIF 

translator. These arrays are OUTPIN, IONAME, INNUM, UNUM, and 

GATNAM. OUTPIN is an array used to store the pin number of a 

logical device which represents the output. IONAME is an array 

used to store the symbolic names of external inputs and outputs 

that are declared in the AHPL design. INNUM is an array used to 

store the total number of inputs for a particular logic device. 

The last array UNUM is used to store the unit number of a logic 

device. A unit number is the identification tag used to keep 

track of every logic device declared and used in the EDIF 



net list. GATNflM is an array which stores the standard name of a 

logic device. For instance, the name of a £-input AND gate would 

be '08' while the name of a £-input OR gate would be '3£" . The 

array GflTNAM is therefore used to store the standard names 

attributed to the logic devices of the AELL. 

AELL .vs. ED IF 

One might ask why the arrays GATNEW, ILKNEW and IONEW are 

created if they rnirnic the flELL arrays GATTYP, ILINK, and IOLIST. 

These arrays do indeed implement the same function as the 

counterparts in the flELL output. The only difference in the 

arrays being the physical size. The three arrays of the EDIF 

transformer are larger by 400 elements for the one-dimensional 

arrays GftTNEW and ILKNEW and 1500 rows larger for the two-

dimensional array IONEW. These arrays are larger, to handle the 

additional logic devices created in the EDIF transformer to 

implement the high-level design described by the flHPL 

description. The additional logic devices added to the design by 

the EDIF translator are based on design decisions that have to be 

made when implementing an actual hardware design. 

DESIGN DECISIONS 

There are several decisions that have to be made when 

transforming the flELL output to an actual hardware implementation 



described as an EDIF net list. One area where a design decision 

is made occurs with the matching of logic devices of the AELL 

with standard gates of the external libraries provided by OrCAD. 

In compiling an AHPL design, the stageE' compiler may produce a 

logical device such as an AND gate which may have a total number 

of inputs which varies. The problem with this situation is that 

a logical gate may be found in the AELL output which has a total 

number of inputs not found in a standard gate. When this case is 

encountered a design decision has to be made. Figure 3.4 shows 

what is done when a logical device of the AELL does not have a 

counter part in external libraries of OrCAD. A multiple input 

gate is replaced by the appropriate number of standard gates. 

Note also that an inverter may be required to complete the gate 

rnappi  ng  

SZ 

12 

S5. 

£0. 2 

12 
13 

R. 
.Si 

AC. 

32. 

X2. 

2. 

1 

9C 

FIG. 3.4. Non-standard gate replacement. 



Another situation which calls for a design decision is the 

following. The stageS compiler may produce logic gates such as a 

NOR or NAND with only one input. These gates are virtually used 

as inverters and are therefore replaced by a standard inverter of 

the OrCAD library. 

The last situation where a design decision has to be made is 

concerned with memory circuits. The AELL output of stage£ 

consists of memory circuits typically for two purposes, data 

memory and control memory.E13 The AELL makes a distinction 

between these two devices while the EDIF translator views both 

devices as a standard D-type flip-flop. A flip-flop representing 

a memory circuit and control memory found in the AELL is shown in 

Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5 also shows a standard D flip flop used by 

the EDIF transformer. 

D PR D PR 
Q 

CLK Q 
CLK 

E 
Q 

CL CL 

T 
FIB. 3.5. Memory circuits of the AELL and EDIF. 



The memory circuit of the flELL has an enable input, E. The 

standard D-type flip-flop does not. For control memory, the 

enable input is permanently connected to a logical one. The EDIF 

transformer accounts for this fact by just ignoring that input 

specification for control memory. The enable input of data 

memory is not in every case connected to a logical one. For data 

memory, the enable input is used to update data memory only at 

specific steps of the control sequence of the AHPL design. CE'D 

Figure 3.6. shows how this specification is implemented using a 

standard D-type flip-flop. The enable input of a data memory 

device is logically ONDed with the clock input. This coincides 

with implementation discussed in Digital Design by Hill and 

Peterson. C£!] 

CLK 
E 2 

1 
R 

FIG- 3.6. Memory Circuit conversion. 



EDIF TRANSLATOR 

The EDIF translator currently consists of six Fortran 

routines. The EDIF translator was programmed in Fortran in order 

that the stage£3 implementation would be consistent with the 

Fortran routines of stageS. Each of the six routines are stored 

in separate files. The names of these files are as follows: 

EDIF, EDIFS, EDIF3, EDIF4, EDIF5, and EDIFG. 

The first file, EDIF contains the Fortran routine named INIT. 

This routine is responsible for creating what was termed the 

INITIALIZATION section of the EDIF net list in Chapter £. This 

routine is also responsible for interacting with the user. When 

executed, this routine prompts the user for a file name for the 

EDIF net list output. It continues by requesting a family 

specification for the design; either TTL or CMOS. After the user 

responds to the prompts, the INITIALIZATION section of the EDIF 

net list is generated. 

The second file EDIF£' contains the Fortran routine named 

IFACE. This routine is responsible for generating what was 

termed the IFACE section of the EDIF net list. In this section of 

the EDIF net list, the external inputs and outputs of the AHF'L 

design are defined as input ^nd output ports respectively. Also 

in this section the declaration of logical devices from the 
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family chosen by the user are added to the EDIF net list file. 

The routine IFflCE accomplishes this task by analyzing the various 

arrays of the translator's data structure and making a one-to-one 

correspondence with logical devices found in the data structure 

with those of the external library chosen by the user. 

The file EDIF3 contains the routine called JOIN. This 

rout ine is responsible for generating what was termed in Chapter 

£ as the JOIN section of the EDIF rietlist. This section also 

analyzes the data structure of EDIF translator. It does this to 

make the various interconnect ions between the logical devices 

declared in the IFflCE section. Once this routine has been 

executed, an EDIF net list of the fiHPL design provided exists in 

the file established and named by the user. 

The file EDIF4 contains the routine called NEWLST. This 

routine is responsible for creating the various arrays which were 

described earlier and which make up the data structure for the 

EDIF translator. Essentially this routine is responsible for 

transferring data found in the arrays of the PELL into the larger 

arrays of the EDIF translator. 

The file EDIF5 contains the routine called EXCEPT. This 

routine is responsible for handling the design decisions 

discussed earlier. Specifically, this routine modifies the 

arrays of the EDIF translator. When a non-standard logic device 
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is encountered in the data structure of the ftELL, the routine 

EXCEPT is executed to handle the exception. 

The file EDIFS contains a small routine called INDICE. The 

routine aids in writing to the EDIF net list file. It is used 

only for formatting purposes. fl listing of all six files making 

up the EDIF translator can be found in Appendix fi. 



CHAPTER 4 

EDIF EXAMPLES 

This chapter presents two examples for use with the EDIF 

Translator. The first example is a simple clock mode sequential 

circuit. The first example is the more detailed of the two 

examples. The clock mode circuit is described in both an AHPL 

description and as an OrCAD schematic. A net list for each design 

description is generated. Both the net list from the AHPL 

description and the net list from the OrCAD schematic are simulated 

on the OrCAD event simulator. The results of these simulations 

are then compared. The second example considers an AHPL design 

which is somewhat more complicated then the first. An EDIF 

net list for the design of example £ is generated using the EDIF 

translator. The net list generated is provided to the OrCAD event 

simulator. The results of the simulation are then analysed. 

EXAMPLE 1 

Figure 4.£. show the clock mode circuit used for this example 

described using an OrCAD schematic. Figure 4.1. shows the same 



circuit described using an OHPL description. (The OrCOD schematic 

was created using the net list generated by stage3 of the OHPL 

compiler. ft listing of the staged output for this example is 

given in Appendix B. Doing this insures that both design 

descriptions are identical.) The OHPL description is provided to 

the EDIF translator which provides an EDIF netlist. The OrCOD 

schematic is converted to an EDIF netlist by using the NETLIST 

utility of the OrCOD design tools. Both listings of the netlists 

are located in Appendix B. 

MODULE:EX0MPLE1. 
EX INPUTS:INPUT; CLOCK. 
EXOUTPUTS: Z 1 ; ZE. 
MEMORY: YCE3. 
BODY SEQUENCE: CLOCK. 

1  =  >  ( 1 )  .  

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(1) ; Y<=<YC03 & INPUT) + (YE 1D & INPUT), YC03 

Z1 = YC1]; ZE = YCOJ. 
END. 

FIG. 4.1. OHPL description of Example 1. 

The EDIF netlists generated by the EDIF translator and by 

OrCOD are essentially the same. The structure of the 

INITIALIZATION section of the netlists are identical. The only 

difference being the comments found within those sections. In 

the OHPL netlist, comments are used to indicate that the netlist 

was derived from an OHPL design description, while comments from 

the OrCOD netlist display information that OrCOD considers to be 

relevant. The IFflCE sections of both netlist versions are 
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INPUT 

74LSQB U3R 

74LS74 

U3R 

CLOCK > INPUT 

U5R 

74LS74 

U6R 

CLOCK > 

74LS74 

> CLK 

> CLK 

FIG. 4.2. Example 1 - OrCAD Schematic. 



essentially identical. The only differences between the two 

netlists being the order in which input ports, output ports, and 

logical devices are declared. 

The JOIN section is the last part of the two netlists to be 

compared. The two .join sections of the two netlists do vary, but-

essential ly the two netlists accomplish the same function. To 

illustrate the differences between the two netlists, the two join 

sections will be compared. Figure 4.£. shows an arrow pointing 

to a node of pin connections. Figure 4.3. shows how the OrCAD 

netlist expresses these connections while Figure 4.4. shows how 

the AHPL EDIF transformer expresses those same connections. 

(j oi ned 
(qualify U7A P_00£) 
(qualify USA P_00£) 
(qualify U1A P_001) 
) 

FIG. 4.3. OrCAD join connections. 

(j oi ned 
(qualify U7A P_00£) 
(qualify U5A P_00£) 
) 

(joined 
(qualify U70 P_00£) 
(qualify U1A P-001) 
) 

FIB. 4.4. EDIF Translator join connections. 

The EDIF netlist generated by the EDIF translator is 

genev^ated in this way due to the structure of AELL output. The 

AELL output consists of abstract logical devices along with 

interconnect ion information. The information of the AELL which 
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describes the interconnections between the various logic devices 

does not explicitly describe pin connections. In other words, 

when the OELL describes a connection of one device to another, it 

does not specify what input pin the connection should be made to. 

For example, if the ftELL indicates that gate numbers 1, 10, 9, 4, 

and 5 are connected to the inputs of a memory circuit with gate 

element number 33, there is no explicit information indicating 

which gate goes to which input. 

To insure that these two net lists accomplish the sarne 

function, i.e. described the same circuit, both are provided to 

the QrCftD simulator. The results of the simulation are shown in 

Figures 4.5. and 4.6. Figure 4.5. shows the simulation for the 

ttHPL net list while Figure 4.6. shows the simulation for the OrCftD 

netlist. Inspection of the two simulations shows that both 

net lists simulate exactly alike. One also can verify with little 

effort that the two simulations do indeed represent the true 

function of the clock mode circuit of Figure 4.1. 

EXAMPLE £ 

The ftHPL description of the circuit used for example £ is 

shown in Figure 4.7. This AHPL is, somewhat more complicated then 

example 1 in that it requires a control section. The ftHPL EDIF 

translator is provided with the design of Figure 4.7. The 

netlist generated by the translator can be found in Appendix B. 
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The stage3 output of the AHPL compiler is also provided in 

Appendix B as a check on the interconnect ions specified by the 

ED IF! net list. 

MODULE: EXAMPLES. 
EX INPUTS: X;CLOCK;RESET. 
EXOUTPUTS: Z. 
MEMORY: Y;GO. 
BODY SEQUENCE;CLOCK. 

1 GO <= X; 
= > ••'"(GO & X)/(l). 

£ Y <= X. 

3 Y ' <= X; Z = X & Y e GO. 

4 GO <= X; Z = Y; 
= > (1). 

ENDSEQUENCE 
CONTROLRESET(RESET) /(1) . 

END. 

FIG. 4.7. GHPL description of Example £. 

To verify that the design of example £ is also a valid EDIF  

net list file, it is provided to the OrCPD simulator for 

simulation. The result of the simulation is shown in Figure 4.8. 

The signals labeled CSTEP1 - CSTEP4 are signals coming from the 

control flip-flops of the ftHPL design. Therefore CSETP1 refers 

to control step 1 of the flHPL design, and so forth for the other 

control steps. With very little effort one can verify that the 

results of the simulation do correspond with the function 

described by the OHPL description. 
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SUMMARY 

From these two examples, one can make the assumption that the 

EDIF net lists generated by the translator would describe 

accurately, in the EDIF net list format, the original design 

described in ftHPL. 

The compilation time of the EDIF transformer is proportional 

to the number of elements generated by the stageS output. Thus, 

an order(n) of complexity describes the time required for the 

translator's execution. Therefore, the more complex a circuit 

description and structure, the more compilation time required to 

generate the EDIF net list, in a linear fashion. 



CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The previous chapters of this document has justified the need 

for an AHPL EDIF Translator. The EDIF standard was considered in 

some detail along with the approach used to transform flHPL designs 

into an EDIF net list. Two simple AHPL designs were submitted to 

the EDIF translator, with the resulting net lists being submitted 

to the OrCftD event simulator. Analysis of the simulation results 

indicated that the EDIF net lists generated do indeed represent an 

implemeritat ion of the original design described in flHPL. Although 

the resulting net lists verify the operation of the. EDIF 

translator, some possible enhancements in the translator can 

greatly improve its overall function. 

ENHANCEMENTS 

PACKAGE UTILIZATION 

Presently, every logic device found in the resulting EDIF 

net list has its own package. In other words, only one logic 

device per package is utilized. A more efficient way of 

implementing the EDIF translator would keep track of device count 

per package. This would maximize the number of logic devices used 



per package and would iri turn minimize the logic devices declared 

in the EDIF net list, resulting in a hardware implementation which 

is physically more compact. 

NAND/NAND IMPLEMENTATION 

Another possible enhancement would to give the user a choice 

between an all NAND-NAND or AND-OR implementation of the EDIF 

net list. Since most TTL digital systems designs are implemented 

in a NAND-NAND configuration, this option would be useful. One 

method to implement this option in the present EDIF tt^anslator is 

suggested in reference (113. It requires that every logic gate of 

the net list be replaced with its NftND equivalent. Figure 5.1. 

shows the NAND equivalent for the various logical gates. 

AND a * b = a * b 

OR a + b = a * b 

NOR a + b = a * b 

EXOR a @ b EXOR a @ b = a * a * b * a * b * b 

FIG. 5.1. NAND equivalents of logic gates. 

Optimization of this method would require the removal of 

redundant gates in the resulting all NAND net list. A simple 



optimization routine would remove two inverters connected in 

series. A detailed discussion concerning the conversion of a 

flip flop to its NAND equivalent can also be found in reference 

can. 

PC VERSION 

Due to the current trend of CAD tools being available on 

personal computers(PC's), it is very desirable to have an AHPL 

EDIF Translator available for use with PC's. Recently, the AHPL 

compiler has been ported over to IBM compatible personal 

computers. A PC version of the EDIF translator, therefore would 

be a powerful enhancement to the already available compiler. 

In anticipation of porting the EDIF translator to the PC a 

seventh Fortran subroutine was created to assist in this 

application. A file named PRINT.FDR contains a fortran-

subroutine called AELL. This subroutine creates a file which 

contains the GATTYP, ILINK, OLINK, and IOLIST arrays of the 

Abstract Element Link List. The developer of a PC EDIF 

translator would use this file as input to a new stage3 compiler 

instead of creating a stage£3 compiler as was done in this 

project. The source code listing for PRINT. FOR is located in 

Appendix A. Also included in Appendix B are AELL output files 

for examples 1 and £' considered in Chapter A. 



DESIGN DECISION ENHANCEMENT 

In chapter 3, a design decision was made about the enable 

inputs of flip flops found in the stage£ output of the AHPL 

compiler. Figure 3.6. shows how the enable input from the stageiEi' 

flip flops were accommodated in the EDIF output. This 

modification is done for every enable input of every flip flop. 

In certain design situations many flip flops of a given design 

may have the same connection for the enable input. fin 

improvement in the EDIF translator's output would consist of 

recognising this situation and creating only one AND gate of the 

clock and enable signal. Implementing this feature would 

eliminate redundant gates in the translator's output. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, this AHPL EDIF translator has been shown to 

implement its primary task; the generation of a net list from an 

AHPL design description in the EDIF format. It has a compilation 

time which is directly proportional to the number of logic 

elements of the design. Although the enhancements described 

above would improve the function of the EDIF translator developed 

here, the net lists resulting from the translator are capable of 

being used with other CAD tools accepting the EDIF standard. 



APPENDIX A 

FORTRAN SOURCE ROUTINES FOR EDIF TRANSLATOR 
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C**************************************************************** 
**** 
C* SUBROUTINE NAME : EDIFINT. 
C* PURPOSE : To create the INITIALIZATION section of the EDIF 
net 1 ist. 
C* AUTHOR : Ronald D. Blanton University of Arizona 
C* DATE : 4 - 17 - 1989 
C* FILENAME : EDIF.FOR 
C* 
C* PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS: 
C* This subroutine is responsible for creating the INITIALIZATION 
C* section of an EDIF net list. It is also responsible for 
interact ing 
C* with the user to obtain a filename for the EDIF output. It 
a 1 so 
C* prompts the user for the external library to be used for this 
C* EDIF net list. 
C* 
C**************************************************************** 
**** 

SUBROUTINE EDFINT 
IMPLICIT INTEGER < A--Z ) 
CHARACTER*9 DATEE 
CHARACTER*8 TIMEE, FAMTIT 
CHARACTER*5 FAMILY 
CHARACTER*£0 FNAME 
CHARACTERS FSCRIP 
DATA EDFOUT /l/ 

C* Begin program interaction with the user. 

WRITE(*,10) 
10 FORMATdX, IX, 'Enter name for EDIF netlist output : 
file.edf') 

READ MA) ' , FNAME 
WRITE(*,£0) 
FORMATdX, IX, 'Enter the logic family desired: 
/ IX, '(Either TTL or CMOS)') 
READ MA) ' , FAMILY 
WRITE(*,30) FNAME 
FORMATdX, IX, 'Creating EDIF netlist file . . . ' , A) 
OPEN(UNIT=EDFOUT, FILE=FNAME, STATUS='NEW') 
REWIND EDFOUT 

WRITE(EDFOUT,40) FNAME 
FORMATdX, ' (EDIF ' , A) 
WRITE(EDFOUT,50) 
FORMATdX, IX, '(status') 
WRITE(EDFOUT,60) 
FORMATdX, EX, MEDIFVersion 1 1 0)') 
WRITE(EDFOUT,65) 

£0 
1 

30 

40 

50 

60 
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65 FORMAT(IX, £X, '(EDIFLevel 0)') 
WRITE(EDFOUT,70) 

70 FORMAT(IX, £X, '(Written') 
CALL TIME(TIMEE) 
COLL DOTE(DATEE) 
WRITE(EDFOUT,80) TIMEE, DATEE 

80 FORMAT(IX, 3X, '(Timestamp ', A, IX, A, ')') 
WRITE(EDFOUT,90) 

90 FORMATdX, 3X, ' (comment "The above time stamp is 
1oca1.")') 

WRITE(EDFOUT,95) 
95 FORMATdX, 3X, ' (accouting Program "NETLIST.EXE")') 

WRITE(EDFOUT,100) 
100 FORMATdX, 3X, ' (accouting ProgramVersion " V3. 00 11-Nov-
0 7 " ) ' ) 

WRITE(EDFOUT,110) 
110 FORMATdX, 3X, '(comment "EDIF output for AHPL") ' ) 

WRITE(EDFOUT,120) 
120 FORMATdX, 3X, ')', /, 3X, ')') 

IF (FAMILY .EQ. 'CMOS' .OR. FAMILY . EQ. 'crnos')THEN 
FAMTIT = 'CMOS_LIB' 
FSCRIP = 'HC' 

ELSE 
FAMTIT = 'TTL_LIB' 
FSCRIP = 'LS' 

END IF 
CALL 1NDICE(11, 1£,FAMTIT) 

WRITE (EDFOUT, 140) FAMTIT(11:I£) 
140 FORMATdX, IX, '(external ', A, ')') 

CALL INDICE(11, IS,FNAME) 

WRITE(EDFOUT,150) FNAME(II:I£) 
•150 FORMATdX, IX, '(design ', A, IX, '(qualify lib root))') 

WRITE(EDFOUT, 160) 
160 FORMATdX, IX, '(library lib') 

WRITE(EDFOUT, 170) 
170 FORMATdX, £X, '(cell root') 

WRITE(EDFOUT, 160) 
180 FORMATdX, 3X, '(status') 

WRITE(EDFOUT, 190) 
190 FORMATdX, 4X, '(Written') 

WRITE(EDFOUT,£00) TIMEE, DATEE 
£00 FORMATdX, 5X, '(Timestamp ', A, IX, A, ')') 

WRITE(EDFOUT, £05) 
£05 FORMATdX, 5X, ' (comment "The ABOVE TirneStarnp is local 
t irne" )' ) 

WRITE(EDFOUT, £10) 
£10 FORMATdX, 5X, ')', / 5X, ')') 

CALL NEWLST 
CALL IFACE(FAMTIT,FSCRIP) 
CLOSE(EDFOUT) 



RETURN 
END 
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C**************************************************************** 
**** 
C* SUBROUTINE NOME : IFACE. 
C* PURPOSE : To create the IFACE section of the EDIF net list. 
C* AUTHOR : Ronald,D. .Blanton University of Arizona 
C* DATE : 4 - 17 - 1969. 
C* FILENAME : EDIF£.FOR 
C* 
C* PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS: 
C* This subroutine is responsible for creating the IFACE of the 
C* EDIF net list. The logic devices of the EDIF data structure is 
C* analyze for the logic type and total number of inputs. These 
C* two attributes are then used to match the logic devices with 
C* standard devices of the external library. This routine is 
also 
C*, responsible for declaring input and output ports. 
C* 
C**************************************************************** 
**** 

SUBROUTINE IFACE(FAMTIT, FSCRIP) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z) 
PARAMETER (VCC=-

1,INPUT=4O10,0UTPUT=4019,NAND=400£,AND=4001, 
1 

N0R=4005,DR=4003,EX0R=4004,DFL0P=4006,MEMCKT=4009,CLAND=4031, 
d 

CLNAND=403£,CL0R=4033,CLX0R=4034,CND=40£9,0RCS=4030, INVERT=4050) 
CHARACTER*5 OUTPIN(2000) 
CHARACTER*10 IONAME<£00) 
CHARACTER*8 FAMTIT 
CHARACTER*£ FSCRIP 
CHARACTERS GATNAM (£000) 
CHARACTER*5 SYMTB(4,150) 
C0MM0N/PERM1/SYMTB 

COMMON/LINKS/SIGLNK(1600), ILINK <1600),OLINK(1600),SYMLNK<1600) 
COMMON/GATDAT/GATTYP(1600) 
COMMON/LSTFUN/HSHSIG(1000) , IOLIST(4500,3) 
COMMON/EDIF1/INNUM(£000),UNUM(£000) 
COMMON/EDIF£/GATNEW. < £000), ILKNEW(£000), IONEW(6000,3) 

DATA EDFOUT, GATCNT, ICOUNT, OCOUNT /l, 0, O, 0/ 
WRITE(EDFOUT,10) 

10 FORMAT(IX, 3X, '(view NETLIST root_NET') 
WRITE(EDFOUT,£0) 

£0 FORMAT (IX, 4X, ' (interface') 
WRITE(EDFOUT,£5) 

£5 FORMAT(IX, 5X, '(define input port VCC)') 
WRITE(EDFOUT,£8) 

£8 FORMAT(IX, 5X, '(define input port GND)') 
30 IF(GATNEW(ICOUNT + 1) .NE. INPUT) GOTO 50 
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ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1 
PNTR = IOLIST(SYMLNK(ICOUNT), 1) 
IONAME(ICOUNT) = SYMTB(1,PNTR) // SYMTB(£,PNTR) 
COLL INDICE(II,I£,IONAME(ICOUNT)) 
WRITE(EDFOUT,40) IONAME(ICOUNT) (11:I£) 

40 FORMAT(IX, 5X, '(define input port A, ')') 
GOTO 30 

50 IF(GATNEW(ICOUNT + OCOUNT + 1) .NE. OUTPUT) GOTO 60 
OCOUNT = OCOUNT + 1 
PNTR = IOLIST(SYMLNK(ICOUNT + OCOUNT),1) 
IONAME(ICOUNT + OCOUNT) = SYMTB(1,PNTR) // SYMTB(£,PNTR) 
CALL INDICE(I1,I£,IONAME<ICOUNT + OCOUNT)) 

WRITE(EDFOUT,55) IONAME(ICOUNT + OCOUNT) (11:I£) 
FORMAT(IX, 5X, ' (define output port ' , A, ' )' ) 
GOTO 50 
WRITE(EDFOUT,70) 
FORMAT(IX, 5X, ')', / 5X, '(contents') 

C Begin contents code * 

DO 100 I = OCOUNT + ICOUNT + 1, £000 
IF(GATNEW(I) . EQ. 0) GOTO 100 
GATCNT = GATCNT + 1 

C* Set the 'U' number of this particular gate. * 

UNUM(I) = GATCNT 
C* Check for an 8 input NAND gate. * 

IF < INNUM (I) .EG"!. 8) THEN 
GATNAM(I) = '30' 
OUTPIN(I) = 'P_01£' 

C* Check for a memory device. * 
ELSE IF(INNUM(I) .EQ. 5) THEN 

GATNAM(I) = '74' 
OUTPIN(I) = 'P_005' 

C* Check for a 4 input NAND or AND gate. * 
ELSE IF (INNUM (I) .EG!. 4) THEN 

IF (GATNEW (I) .EQ. AND .OR. GATNEW (I) .EG. CLAND .OR. 
1 GATNEW(I) .EQ. CND) THEN 

GATNAM(I) = '£1' 
ELSE IF(GATNEW(I) .EQ. NAND .OR. GATNEW(I) .EQ. CLNAND) 

THEN 
GATNAM(I) = '£0' 

END IF 
OUTPIN(I) = 'P_00£' 

C* Check for a 3 input NAND or AND gate. * 
ELSE IF(INNUM(I) .EQ. 3) THEN 

IF (GATNEW(I) .EQ. AND .OR. GATNEW(I) .EQ. CLAND .OR. 
1 GATNEW(I) . EQ. CND) THEN 

GATNAM(I) = '11' 

60 
70 



ELSE IF (GATNEW < I ) . EQ. NftND .OR. GATNEW(I) . EG!. CLNAND) 
THEN 

GATNAM(I) = '10' 
END IF 
OUTPIN(I) = 'P_01£" 

C* Check for a £ input NAND, AND, NOR, or OR gate. * 
ELSE IF <INNUM(I) . EQ. £) THEN 

IF (GATNEW (I) .EQ. AND .OR. GATNEW (I) . EQ. CLAND .OR. 
1 GATNEW <I) .EQ. CND) THEN 

GATNftM (I) = '08' 
ELSE IFCGfiTNEWd) . EQ. NftND .OR. GfiTNEW (I) . EQ. CLNAND) 

THEN 
GATNAM(I) = '00' 

ELSE IF(GftTNEW(I) .EQ. NOR) THEN 
GATNAM(I) = ' OS' 

ELSE IF (GftTNEW (I) . EQ. OR .OR. GftTNEW (I) . EQ. ORGS .OR. 
GftTNEW(I) .EQ. CLOR) THEN 

GATNftMd) = ' 3E' 
ELSE IF(GATNEW(I) .EQ. EXOR .OR. GATNEW(I) . EQ. CLEXOR) 

THEN 
GATNAM(I) = '86' 

END IF 
OUTPIN(I) = 'P_003' 

C* Check for an inverter gate. * 
ELSE IFdNNUMd) . EQ. 1) THEN 

GATNftM (I) = '04' 
OUTPIN(I) = 'P_00£' 

C* ELSE 
C* ERROR = 1 
C* CftLL FftIL(ERROR) 

END IF 
CALL INDICEdl, I£, FAMT1T) 

GATCNT 
90 

1 

GATCNT 
9£ 

1 

GATCNT 
94 

1 

IF(GATCNT . LE. 9) THEN 
WRITE(EDFOUT,90) FAMTIT(I1:I£), FSCRIP, GATNAM(I), 

FSCRIP, GATNAM(I), 

FORMAT(IX, 5X, ' (instance (qualify ' , A, ' X_74', A, 
A, ') 'X_74', A, A, '_NET ', 'U', II, 'A', ')') 

ELSE IF(GATCNT .LE. 99) THEN 
WRITE(EDFOUT,9£) FAMTIT(11:I£), FSCRIP, GATNAM(I), 

FSCRIP, GATNftM(I), 

FORMftTdX, 5X, ' (instance (qualify ' , ft, ' X_74' , ft, 
A, ') ', 'X_74', A, A, '_NET ', 'U', I£, 'A', ')') 

ELSE IF(GATCNT .LE. 999) THEN 
WRITE(EDFOUT,94) FAMTIT(I1:I£), FSCRIP, GATNAM(I), 

FSCRIP, GATNAM(1), 

FORMftTdX, 5X, ' (instance (qualify ' , A, ' X_74', A, ft, 
ELSE 

) 'X_74', A, A, '_NET ', 'U', 13, ) ' ) 
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WRITE(EDFOUT,96) FAMTIT<11:IS), FSCRIP, GATNAM(I), 
1 FSCRIP, GflTNPIM (I), 

GflTCNT 
96 FORMAT(IX, 5X, ' (instance (qualify ' , A, ' X 74', A, 

1 A, ' ) ' , 'X_74', A, A, '_NET 'U', 14, 'A'7 ' > ' ) 
END IF 

100 CONTINUE 
CALL JOINdCOUNT, OCOUNT, OUTPIN, IONAME'; 
RETURN 
END 
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C**************************************************************** 
**** 
C* SUBROUTINE NOME : JOIN. 
C* PURPOSE : To create the JOIN section of the ED IF net list. 
C* AUTHOR : Ronald D. Blanton University of Arizona 
C* DATE : 4 - 17 - 1989 
C* FILENAME : EDIF3.FOR 
C* 
C* PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS: 
C* This subroutine is responsible for creating the JOIN section 
of 
C* of the EDIF net list. This routine analyzes the arrays of the 
C* EDIF data structure in order to find the interconnect ions 
C* between the logic devices. These interconnect ions are 
out putted 
C* to the EDIF net list using the JOIN construct of EDIF. 
C* 
.C**************************************************************** 
**** 

SUBROUTINE JOINdCOUNT, OCOUNT, OUTPIN, IONAME) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z) 
CHARACTER*5 OUTPIN(£000) 
CHARACTER*9 IONAME(£00) 
CHARACTER*5 INPIN<8,8) 
CHARACTER*10 OCNCT 

COMMON/LINKS/SIGLNK(1600), ILINK <1600),OLINK(1600),SYMLNK<1600) 
COMMON/LSTFUN/HSHSIF (1000),I0LIST(4500,3) 
COMMON/ED IF1 /1NNUM (E'000), UNUM (£000) 
C0MM0N/EDIF2/GATNEW(£000),ILKNEW(£000) , IONEW(6000,3) 
DATA EDFOUT,GATCNT /1,0/ 
DATA INPIN 

1 /'P_001', 7*' 
£  ' P _ 0 0 1 ' , ' P _ 0 0 £ ' , 6 * '  ' ,  
3 ' P_001','P_002','P_013',5*' ', 
4 'P_001','P_00£','P_004','P_005',4*' ', 
5 'p_00£','P~003','P_???','P~004','P 001',3*' ', 
6  8 * ' ' ,  
7 8*' ' , 
8 8*' '/ 

DO £00 I = ICOUNT + OCOUNT + 1, £000 
IF(ILKNEW(I) .EG. 0) GOTO £00 
GATCNT = GATCNT + 1 
PNTR = ILKNEW(I) 
DO 100 J = 1,INNUM(I) 
IF(MOD(J,£) .EQ. 1) THEN 

INDEX = 1 
ELSE 

INDEX = £ 
END IF 
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C* The check below is for the enable signal of a flip flop. 
*C 

IF(J .EQ. 3 .AND. INNUM(I) .EQ. 5) GOTO 100 
WRITE(EDFOUT,10) 

10 FORMAT(IX, 5X, '(joined') 

C* The statement below outputs an input pin of the gate. 
*C 

IF (GATCNT . LE. 9) THEN 
WRITE(EDFOUT,£0) GATCNT, INPIN(J,INNUM(I)) 

£0 FORMAT(IX, £X, '(qualify U', II, 'A', IX, A, ')') 
ELSE IF(GATCNT .LE. 99) THEN 

WRITE(EDFOUT,££) GATCNT, INPIN(J, INNUM(I)) 
££ FORMAT(IX, SX, '(qualify U', I£, 'A', IX, A, ')') 

ELSE IF(GATCNT .LE. 999) THEN 
WRITE(EDFOUT,£4) GATCNT, INPIN(J,INNUM(I)) 

£4 FORMAT(IX, 6X, '(qualify U', 13, 'A', IX, A, ')') 
ELSE 

WRITE(EDFOUT,£6) GATCNT, INPIN(J,INNUM<I)) 
£6 FORMAT(IX, 6X, ' (qualify U', 14, 'A', IX, A, ')') 

END IF 

IF(IONEW(PNTR, INDEX) . EQ. -1) THEN 
OCNCT = 'VCC' 

ELSE IF(IONEW(PNTR,INDEX) .ED. -£) THEN 
OCNCT = 'GND' 

ELSE IF(IONEW(PNTR, INDEX) .LE. OCOUNT + ICOUNT) THEN 
OCNCT = IONAME(IONEW(PNTR, INDEX)) 

ELSE 
OCNCT = OUTPIN(IONEW(PNTR, INDEX)) 

END IF 

CALL INDICE(I1,I£,OCNCT) 

IF(IONEW(PNTR,INDEX) . LE. OCOUNT + ICOUNT) THEN 
WRITE(EDFOUT,30) 0CNCT(I1:I£) 

30 FORMAT(IX, 6X, A) 
ELSE IF(UNUM(IONEW(PNTR,INDEX)) .LE. 9) THEN 

WRITE(EDFOUT,35) UNUM(IONEW(PNTR,INDEX)), 0CNCT(I1:I£) 
35 FORMAT(IX, 6X, '(qualify U', II, 'A', IX, A, ')') 

ELSE IF(UNUM(IONEW(PNTR,INDEX)) .LE. 99) THEN 
WRITE(EDFOUT,40) UNUM(IONEW(PNTR,INDEX)), 0CNCT(I1:I£) 

40 FORMAT(IX, 6X, '(qualify U', I£, 'A', IX, A, ')') 
ELSE IF(UNUM(IONEW(PNTR, INDEX)) .LE. 999) THEN 

WRITE(EDFOUT,45) UNUM<IONEW(PNTR,INDEX)), 0CNCT(I1:I£) 
45 FORMAT(IX, 6X, '(qualify U', 13, 'A', IX, A, ')') 

ELSE 
WRITE(EDFOUT,50) UNUM(IONEW(PNTR,INDEX)), 0CNCT(I1:I£) 

50 FORMAT(IX, 6X, '(qualify U', 14, 'A', IX, A, ')') 
END IF 
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IF(MOD(J,2) .EQ. 0) PNTR = IONEW(PNTR,3) 

WRITE(EDFOUT, 90) 
90 FORMAT(IX, 6X, ')') 
100 CONTINUE 
£00 CONTINUE 

C* The do loop below outputs the connections to the EXOUTPUTS. *C 
DO 300 J = ICOUNT + 1, OCOUNT + ICOUNT 
PNTR = ILKNEW(J) 
COLL INDICE(II,I£,IONAME(J)) 

WRITE(EDFOUT,£10) IONftME(J)(II:12) 
£10 FORMAT(IX, 5X, '(joined' / 7X, ft) 

IF(UNUM(IONEW(PNTR, 1)) . LE. 9) THEN 
WRITE(EDFOUT,£1£) UNUM(IONEW(PNTR,1)), 

OUTPIN(IONEW(PNTR,1)) 
£12 FORMAT(IX, 6X, '(qualify U', II, 'ft', IX, A, ')' / 7X, 
' ) ' ) 

ELSE IF(UNUM(IONEW(PNTR, 1)) .LE. 99) THEN 
WRITE(EDFOUT,£14) UNUM(IONEW(PNTR,1)), 

OUTPIN(IONEW(PNTR,1)) 
£14 FORMAT(1X, 6X, '(qualify U', I£, 'A', IX, A, ')' / 7X, 
' ) ' ) 

ELSE IF(UNUM(1ONEW(PNTR,1)) .LE. 999) THEN 
WRITE(EDFOUT,£16) UNUM(IONEW(PNTR,1)), 

OUTPIN(IONEW(PNTR,1)) 
£16 FORMAT(IX, 6X, '(qualify U', 13, 'A', IX, A, ')' / 7X, 
' ) ' ) 

ELSE 
WRITE(EDFOUT,£18) UNUM(IONEW(PNTR,1)), 

OUTPIN(IONEW(PNTR,1)) 
£18 FORMAT (IX, 6X, '(qualify U', 14, 'A', IX, A, ')' / 7X, 
' ) ' ) 

END IF 

300 CONTINUE 

C* The do loop below outputs the connections for the power pit-is. 
*C 

WRITE(EDFOUT,400) 
400 FORMAT(IX, 5X, '(joined' / 7X, 'VCC') 

DO 500 J = 1,GATCNT 
IF(J .LE. 9) THEN 

WRITE(EDFOUT,410) J 
410 FORMAT (IX, 6X, '(qualify U', II, 'ft', IX, 'P_014)M 

ELSE IF (J .LE. 99). THEN 
WRITE(EDFOUT,4£0) J 

420 FORMAT(IX, &X, '(qualify U', 12, 'A', IX, 'P_014)') 
ELSE IF(J .LE. 999) THEN 

WRITE(EDFOUT,430) J 
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430 FORMAT(IX, 6X, '(qualify U', 13, 'A', IX, 'P_014)') 
ELSE 

WRITE(EDFOUT,440) J 
440 FORMAT(IX, 6X, '(qualify U', 14, 'A', IX, 'P 014)') 

END IF-

500 CONTINUE 
WRITE(EDFOUT,510) 

510 FORMAT(IX, 6X, ')') 

C* The do loop below outputs the connections for the ground pins. 
*C 

WRITE(EDFOUT,550) 
550 FORMAT(IX, 5X, '(joined' / 7X, 'GND') 

DO 600 J = 1,6ATCNT 
IF(J .LE. 9) THEN 

WRITE(EDFOUT,560) J 
560 FORMAT (IX, 6X, '(qualify tl', II, 'A', IX, 'P_007)') 

ELBE IF(J .LE. 39) THEN 
WRITE(EDFOUT,565) J 

565 FORMAT(IX, 6X, '(qualify U', IE, 'A', IX, 'P_007)') 
ELSE IF(J .LE. 999) THEN 

WRITE(EDFOUT,570) J 
570 FORMAT(IX, 6X, '(qualify U', 13, 'A', IX, 'P_007)') 

ELSE 
WRITE(EDFOUT,575) J 

575 FORMAT(IX, 6X, '(qualify U', 14, 'A', IX, 'P_007)'> 
END IF 

600 CONTINUE 
WRITE(EDFOUT, 610) 

610 FORMAT(IX, 6X, ')') 

WRITE(EDFOUT,1010) 
1010 FORMAT(IX, 5X, ')', / 5X, ')', / 4X, ')' / 3X, ')' / £X, 
' ) ' ) 

RETURN 
END 
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C**************************************************************** 
**** 
C* SUBROUTINE NAME : NEWLST. 
C* PURPOSE : To create part of the EDIF Translator's Data 
Struct ure. 
C* AUTHOR : Ronald D. Blantori University of Arizona 
C* DOTE : 4 - 17 - 1983 
C* FILENAME : EDIF4.FOR 
C* 
C* PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS: 
C* This subroutine is responsible for creating part of the EDIF 
C* Translator's Data Structure. The arrays GATNEW, ILKNEW, 
IONEW, 
C* and INNUM are created by this routine. Basically, this 
rout ine 
C* is responsible for copying the hardware link list found in the 
C* AELL output of the staged compiler. It also creates the array 
C* INNUM which contains the total number of inputs for all the 
C* logic devices. 
C* 

**** 

SUBROUTINE NEWLST 
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z) 
PARAMETER (VCC=-

1, INPUT=4018,0UTPUT=4019,NAND=400£,AND=4001, 
1 

N0R=4005, 0R=4003,EX0R=4004,DFL0P=4G06,MEMCKT=4009,CLAND=4031, 
iZ. 

CLNAND=403£,CL0R=4033,CLX0R=4034,CND=40£9,0RCS=4030,INVERT=4050) 
COMMON/LINKS/SIGLNK(1600),ILINK(1600) 
COMMON/GATDAT/GATTYP(1600) 
C0MM0N/EDIF1/INNUM(£000),UNUM(£000) 
C0MM0N/EDIF£/GATNEW(£000),ILKNEW(£000),IONEW(6000,3) 
COMMON/EDIF3/I,INDEX,INPUTS,TYPE,OFFSET,NEWDEX 
COMMON/LSTFUN/HSHSIG(1000),IOLIST(4500,3) 

C* Initialize OFFSET which is an offset into the IONEW array 
between 
C* 4501 and 6000. 

OFFSET = 4501 
C* Initialize index for GATNEW, ILKNEW, and INNUM. 

INDEX = 0 
C* Initialize index for GATNEW between 1601 and £000. 

NEWDEX = 1601 

C* Start loop for creating new abstract element link list. 
DO 100 I = 1,1600 
INDEX = INDEX + 1 
IF(GATTYP(I) .EQ. 0) GOTO 100 
TYPE = GATTYP(I) 
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C* Check for inputs. 
IF(TYPE .EQ. INPUT) THEN 

GATNEW(INDEX) = INPUT 
ILKNEW(INDEX) = 0 

END IF 
IF(TYPE .ED. INPUT) GOTO 100 

C* Must have a gate or an output. 
INNUM(INDEX) = 1 
PNTR = ILINK(I) 

C* Get the number of inputs. 
DO 10 K = 1,4 
IF(IOLIST(PNTR,3) . NE. 0) THEN 

PNTR = IOLIST(PNTR, 3) 
INNUM(INDEX) =INNUM(INDEX) + 1 

END IF 
10 CONTINUE 

IF(IOLIST(PNTR, £) .EG!. 0) THEN 
INNUM<INDEX) = (INNUM(INDEX) * £) - 1 

ELSE 
INNUM(INDEX) = INNUM(INDEX) * £ 

END IF 
INPUTS = INNUM(INDEX) 

C* Check for a non-standard gate (one which has too many inputs). 
IF((INPUTS .EQ. 8) .OR. (TYPE .EQ. MEMCKT) .OR. 

1 (INPUTS .EQ. 7) .OR. (INPUTS .EG. S) .DR. 
£ (INPUTS .EQ. 5 .AND. TYPE .NE. DFLOP .AND. TYPE .NE. 

MEMCKT) 
3 .OR. ((INPUTS .EQ. 4 .OR. INPUTS .EG. 3) .AND. (TYPE 

.NE. AND 
4 .OR. TYPE .NE. NAND) ) ) THEN 

CALL EXCEPT 
ELSE 

PNTR = ILINK(I) 
GATNEW(INDEX) = GATTYP(I) 
ILKNEW(INDEX) = PNTR 

C* Do input connections in ILKNEW. 
50 DO 60 M = 1,3 

IQNEW(PNTR,M) = IOLIST(PNTR,M) 
60 CONTINUE 

TEMP = PNTR 
IF(IOLIST(PNTR,3) .NE. 0) PNTR = IOLIST(PNTR,3) 
IF(IOLIST(TEMP,3) .NE. 0) GOTO 50 

END IF 
100 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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**** 

C* SUBROUTINE NAME : EXCEPT. 
C* PURPOSE : To handle non-standard gates found in the AELL 
out put. 
C* AUTHOR : Ronald D. Blanton University of Arizona 
C* DATE : 4 - 17 - 1989 
C* FILENAME : EDIF5.FOR 
C* 
C* PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS: 
C* This subroutine is responsible for handling the non-standard 
C* logic devices found in the AELL output of the stage£ compiler. 
C* The cases handle by this routine include: logic gates with a 
C* number of inputs not found on any standard gate. the use of 
C* data memory circuits with enable inputs. 
C* 
C**************************************************************** 
**** 

SUBROUTINE EXCEPT 
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z) 
PARAMETER (VCC=-

i, INPUT=401fl,0UTPUT=4019,NAND=40Q£, AND=4001, 
1 

IM0R=4005, 0R=4003, EX0R=4004, DFL0P=4006, MEMCKT=4009, CLAND=4031, 
c! 

CLNAND=403£,CL0R=4033,CLX0R=4034,CND=40£9, 0RCS=4030, INVERT=4050) 
INTEGER INARAY(0) 
COMMON/LINKS/SIGLNK(1600),ILINK(1600) 
C0MM0N/EDIF1/INNUM(£000),UNUM(£000) 
COMMON/EDIF£/GATNEW(£000),ILKNEW(EOOO),I0NEW(6000,3) 
COMMON/EDIF3/I,INDEX,INPUTS,TYPE,OFFSET,NEWDEX 
COMHON/LSTFUN/HSHSIG(1000), I0LIST(4500,3) 

IF((TYPE .EQ. NOR) .OR. (TYPE .EQ. NAND) .OR. 
1 (TYPE .EQ. CLNAND)) THEN 

IF (TYPE .EG!. NAND .OR. TYPE . EQ. CLNAND) THEN 
TYPE = AND 

ELSE 
TYPE = OR 

END IF 
GATNEW(INDEX) = INVERT 
INNUM(INDEX) = 1 
ILKNEW(INDEX) = OFFSET 
IONEW(OFFSET, 1) = NEWDEX 
IONEW(OFFSET,£) = 0 
IONEW(OFFSET, 3) = 0 
NEWDEX = NEWDEX + 1 
OFFSET = OFFSET + 1 
FLAG = 1 

ELSE 
FLAG = 0 



END IF 

C* Check for a memory circuit (MEMCKT). 
IF (TYPE . EG!. MEMCKT) THEN 

PNTR = ILINK(I) 
GATNEW(INDEX) = MEMCKT 
INNUM<INDEX) = 5 
ILKNEW(INDEX) = ILINK(I) 
IONEW(PNTR, 1) = IOLIST(PNTR,1) 

C* Change the clock input into an AND gate of the CLOCK and 
ENABLE. 

IONEW(PNTR, £) = NEWDEX 
CLOCK = IOLIST(PNTR,£) 
IONEW(PNTR, 3) = IOLIST(PNTR,3) 
PNTR = IOLIST(PNTR, 3) 

C* Connect the ENABLE and SET pins of the flip flop. 
IONEW(PNTR,1) = IOLIST(PNTR,1) 
IONEW(PNTR,£) = IOLIST(PNTR, £) 
IONEW(PNTR,3) = IOLIST(PNTR,3) 
ENABLE = IOLIST(PNTR,1) 
PNTR = IOLIST(PNTR,3) 

C* Connect the RESET pin of the flip flop. 
IONEW(PNTR,1) = IOLIST(PNTR,1) 
IONEW(PNTR, £) = O 
IONEW(PNTR, 3) = 0 

C* Create the new AND gate that will go to the CLOCK input. 
GATNEW(NEWDEX) = AND 
INNUM(NEWDEX) = £ 
ILKNEW(NEWDEX) = OFFSET 
IONEW(OFFSET,1) = CLOCK 
IONEW(OFFSET,£) = ENABLE 
IONEW(OFFSET, 3) = 0 
OFFSET = OFFSET + 1 
NEWDEX = NEWDEX + 1 

ELSE 
C* Get the inputs and put them in the array, INARAY. 

PNTR = ILINK(I) 
DO 10 D = 1, INPUTS/£ + 1 
INARAY((£ * Q) - 1) = IOLIST(PNTR,1) 
INARAY(£ * Q) = IOLIST(PNTR,£) 
PNTR = IOLIST(PNTR,3) 

10 CONTINUE 

C* Connect inputs to the appropriate number of £—input gates. 
PNTR = ILINK(I) 
DO £0 T = 1, INPUTS - £ 
IF (T .EG!. 1 .AND. FLAB . EQ. 0) THEN 

INNUM(INDEX) = £ 



GflTNEW(INDEX) = TYPE 
ILKNEW<INDEX) = PNTR 

ELSE 
INNUM(NEWDEX - 1) = £ 
GftTNEW(NEWDEX - 1) = TYPE 
ILKNEW(NEWDEX - 1) = PNTR 

END IF 
IONEW(PNTR,1) = INftRftY(T) 
IONEW(PNTR,£) = NEWDEX 
IONEW(PNTR, 3) = 0 
NEWDEX = NEWDEX + 1 
PNTR = IOLIST(PNTR, 3) 
CONTINUE 

INNUM(NEWDEX -
ILKNEW(NEWDEX -
GfiTNEW(NEWDEX -
IONEW(OFFSET,1) 
IONEW(OFFSET,£) 
IONEW(OFFSET,3) 
OFFSET = OFFSET 
NEWDEX = NEWDEX 

END IF 

RETURN 
END 

1) = £ 
1) = OFFSET 
1) = TYPE 
= INARRY(INPUTS 
= INARAY(INPUTS) 
= 0 
+ 1 
+ 1 



c**************************************************************** 
**** 
C* SUBROUTINE NOME : INDICE. 
C* PURPOSE : To locate blanks within a character variable. 
C* AUTHOR : Ronald D. Blanton University of Arizona 
C* FILENAME j EDIF6.FOR 
C* DATE : 4 - 17 - 1909 
C* 
C* PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS: , 
C* This subroutine is responsible for finding the beginning and 
C* ending indices of a character string. It is responsible for 
C* returning these indices in order that the character string can 
C* be written without leading or trailing blanks. 
C* 
C**************************************************************** 
**** 

SUBROUTINE INDICE(11, I£,OCNCT) 
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z) 
CHARACTER*10 OCNCT 
CHARACTER*1 BLANK 
PARAMETER <BLANK=' ') 

II = 1 

10 IF(OCNCT<11:II) .NE. BLANK) GOTO £0 
II = II + 1 
GOTO 10 

£0 
30 

I£ = II + 1 
IF(OCNCT<I£:I£) .EO. BLANK) GOTO 40 
I£ = IE + 1 
GOTO 30 

40 IE = IE - 1 
RETURN 



c************************************************************** 
** 
C* SUBROUTINE NOME : AELL. 
C* PURPOSE : To create a file which contains part of the AELL. 
C* AUTHOR : Ronald D. Blanton University of Arizona 
C* DOTE : 4 - 30 - 1389 
C* FILENAME : PRINT.FOR 
C* 
C* PROGRAM SPECIFICATIONS: 
C* This subroutines is responsible for creating a file with 
part 
C* of the Abstract Element Link List of the stageE' compiler. 
C* Specifically, the arrays of concern outputted to the file 
are 
C* GATTYP, ILINK, OLINK, and IOLIST. The file name has the 
name 
C* provided by the user with an extension of .AEL. Only non 
zero 
C* elements of the arrarys av^e put into the file. 
C* 
C************************************************************** 
** 

SUBROUTINE AELL 
IMPLICIT INTEGER(A-Z) 
CHARACTER*£0 FNAME 

C0MM0N/LINKS/SIGLNK(1600) , ILINK <1600), 0LINK(1600) , SYMLNK(1600) 
C0MM0N/GATDAT/GATTYP(1600) 
COMMON/LSTFUN/HSHSIG (1000), 1OLIST(4500,3) 
DATA AELOUT /l/ 

C* Begin program interaction with the user. 

WRITE(*,10) 
10 F0RMAT(1X, IX, 'Enter name for AELL output file : 
file.ael') 

READ '(A)', FNAME 
WRITE<*,£0> FNAME 
FORMAT<1X, IX, 'Creating EDIF AELL output file . . . ', I 
•PEN(UNIT=AELOUT, FILE=FNAME, STATUS^'NEW'> 
REWIND AELOUT 

WRITE(AELOUT,30) 'GATE#', 'TYPE', 'ILINK', 'OLINK' 
FORMAT (IX, A8, A8, A8, A3) 
DO 40 I = 1, 1600 
IF(GATTYP(I) .NE. O) WRITE(AELOUT, 35) I, GATTYP<I), 

ILINK (I), OLINK(I) 
FORMAT (IX, 18, 18, 18, 18) 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(AELOUT, 30) 'IOLIST' 
DO 50 I = 1,4500 
IF(IOLIST(I,1) .NE. 0) WRITE(AELOUT, 45) I, I0LIST(1,1), 

30 

w)tJ 

40 



IOLIST d, £) , lOLISTd, 
FORMftT (IX, IQ, IS, 18, 18) 
CONTINUE" 
CLOSE(ftELOUT) 
RETURN 
END 



APPENDIX B 

EXAMPLE OUTPUTS 
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EXAMPLE 1 - STAGE3 OUTPUT FROM flHPL COMPILER 

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSAL AHPL COMPILER STAGE £ OUTPUT DATE 17-APR-89 
TIME 14:34:13 

AHPL MODULE: EXAMPLE1 

##### -1 :=VCC -£ := GND -4:= FLOAT #### 

**** CONTROL SECTION ***** 
MOD# STEP# ELEM# TYPE D C E S R 

1 1 11 DFCS 11 £ -1 -£ -1 

***** MEMORY ***** 
NAME <RO>CC03 ELEM# TYPE D C E S R 

Y : 
< 0> C Oil 5 MEM-CK 17 £ -1 -1 -1 
< 0>C ID 6 MEM-CK 14 £ -1 -1 -1 

***** INPUTS & EXINPUTS ***** 
NAME <RO>CC03 ELEM# TYPE INPUT LIST 

INPUT : 
< 0>C 03 1 EXINPU 

CLOCK : 
< 0> £ OH £ EXINPU 

***** OUTPUTS & EXQUTPUTS ***** 
NAME <R0>LC03 ELEM# TYPE INPUT LIST 

21 
< 0> C 03 3 EXOUTP 5 

Z£ : 
< 0> L 03 4 EXOUTP 6 

***** FUNCTIONAL REGISTER ***** 
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***** GATES ***** 
GATE # TYPE INPUT LIST 

14 
15 
16 
17 

NAND 
AND 
AND 
OR 

0 
1 
1 

16 

14 
6 
15 

*** GATES USED *** 
AND 

(j 
NOR 
DFCS 
MEM-CK 

* *— 
* 

0 
1 

NAND 

D-FF 
MEM-EN 

O 
0 

OR 

ORCS 
CND 

XOR 

U 
0 
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EXAMPLE 1 - OUTPUT FROM EDIF TRANSLATOR 

(EDIF EXAMPLE1.EDF 
(stat us 
( E D I F V e r s i o n  1  1 0 )  
(EDIFLevel O) 
(Written 
(Tiniest amp 14:34:3£ 17-APE-89) 
(comment "The above time stamp is local.") 
(accouting Program "NETLIST.EXE") 
(accouting ProgramVersion " V3. 00 ll-Nov-87") 
(comment "EDIF output for AHPL") 
> 

) 
(external TTL_LIB) 
(design EXAMPLE1.EDF (qualify lib root)) 
(library lib 
(cell root 
(stat us 
(Written 
(Timestamp 14:34:3£ 17-APR-B9) 
(comment "The ABOVE TimeStamp is local time" ) 
) 
) 

(view NETLIST root_NET 
(interface 
(define input port VCC) 
(define input port GND) 
(define input port INPUT) 
(define input port CLOCK) 
(define output port ZD 
(define output port Z£) 
) 

(corit ent s 
(instance (quali fy TTL. „LIB X _74LS74) X _74LS74. _NET U1A) 
(instance (q ua 1 i f y TTL. -LIB X _74LS74) X _74LS74. NET USA) 
(instance (qualify TTL _LIB X _74LS74> X _74LS74. _NET U3A) 
(instance (quali fy TTL, _LIB X _74LS04) X _74LS04. _NET U4A) 
(instance (quali fy TTL -LIB X _74LS0B) X _74LS08. _NET USA) 
(instance (quali fy TTL _LIB X _74LS08) X _74LS08. _NET U6A) 
(instance (qualify TTL. _LIB X _74LS3£) X _74LS3£ _NET U7A) 
(instance (quali fy TTL. _LIB X _74LS0S) X _74LS08. ̂NET USA) 
(instance (quali fy TTL. _LIB X _74LS08) X _74LS08. _NET U9A) 



(joined 
(qualify Ulfl P_00£) 
(qualify U7A P_003) 
) 
(joined 
(qualify Uift P_003) 
(qualify U8A P_003) 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U1A P_004) 
VCC 
) 

. (joined 
(qualify U10 P 001) 
VCC 
) 

(joined 
< q ua1i fy U£A P_00£) 
(qualify U4ft P_00£) 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U£fi P_003) 
(qualify U30 P_003) 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U£ft P_004) 
VCC 
) 
(j o i ned 
(qualify UE'fi P 001) 
VCC 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U3PI P_00£) 
(qualify U3fi P_005) 
) 

(j oi ned 
(qualify U3A P_003) 
CLOCK 
) 
(j o i ned 
(qualify U3A P_004) 
GND 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U3A P_001) 
VCC 
) 
(j o i ned 
(qualify U40 P_001) 
(qualify U1A P_005) 
) 



(joined 
(quali f'y 
INPUT 
) 

(.j o i ned 
(quali fy 
(qualify 
) 
(joined 
(qualify 
INPUT 
) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
(qualify 
) 
(j oi ned 
(qualify 
(quali fy 
) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
(qualify 
) 
(j o i ned 
(quali fy 
CLOCK 
> 

(joined 
(quali fy 
VCC 
) 

(joined-
(quali fy 
CLOCK 
) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
VCC 
) 
(joined 
Z1 
(quali fy 
) 

(joined 
Z£ 
(q ua 1 i f y 
) 

(joined 
VCC 
(q ua1i fy 
(quali fy 

USA P_001) 

USA P_C>0£) 
U4A P_00£) 

U6A P_001) 

U6A P_00£) 
U£A P_005) 

U7A P_001) 
U6A P_003) 

U7A P_00£) 
U5A P_003) 

USA P_001) 

U0A P_00£) 

USA P_001) 

U9A P_00£) 

U1A P_005) 

U£A P_005) 

U1A P_014) 
U£A P 014) 



(qualify U3A P_014) 
(qualify U4A P_014) 
(qualify USA P_014) 
(qualify U6A P_C»14) 
(qualify U7A P_014) 
(qualify USA P_014) 
(qualify U9A P_014> 
) 

(joined 
GND 
(qualify U1A P_007) 
(qualify U£A P_007) 
(qualify USA P_007) 
(qualify U4A P_007) 
(qualify USA P_007) 
(qualify U6A P_007) 
(qualify U7A P_007> 
(qualify USA P_007) 
(qualify U9A P_007) 
) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

) 

EXAMPLE 1 - EDIF NETLIST FROM ORCflD 

(EDIF EXAMPLE1_SCH 
(status 
( E D I F V e r s i o n  1  1 0 )  
(EDIFLevel 0) 
(Wr i 11 en 
(TimeStarnp 1989 4 1£: 15 16 1) 
(comment "The ABOVE TimeStarnp is local time") 
(accounting Program "NETLIST.EXE") 
(accounting PrograrnVersion " V3.01 08-Jan-88") 
(comment "(C) Copyright 1985,1986,1987 OrCAD Systems 

Corporation ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.") 
) 

) 
(external TTL_LIB) 
(external INTEL_LIB) 
(external IBM_LIB) 
(external DEVICE LIB) 



(design A_TEST3_SCH (qualify lib root)) 
(1i brary lib 
(cell root 
(stat us 
(Wr i 11 en 
(TirneStarnp 1989 4 12 15 1£ 50) 
(comment "The ABOVE TirneStarnp is local t ime") 
(comment 
(comment 
(comment 
) 

April 1£, 1989") 
"TITLE 
"Ronald 

TEST1.SCH") 
D. Blanton") 

) 
(view NETLIST 
(interface 
(define input 
(define 
(define 
(define 
(define 
(define 

root NET 

port VCC.) 
input port GND) 
output port Zl) 
input port INPUT) 
input port CLOCK) 
output port Z£) 

) 

(contents 
(instance 
(i nst ance 
(instance 
(instance 
(instance 
< instance 
(instance 
(j o i ned 
(q ua1i f y 
(quali f y 
(q ua1i f y 
) 

(.joined 
(q ua1i fy 
(qualify 
) 
(j o ined 
(qualify 
(qualify 
) 
(j o ined 
(q ua1i fy 
(qualify 
Zl 
) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
INPUT 
(q ua1i fy 
) 

(q ua1i f y 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 
(qualify 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 

TTL. 
TTL. 
TTL. 
TTL. 
TTL. 
TTL. 
TTL 

LIB 
LIB 
LIB 
LIB 
LIB 
LIB 
LIB 

74LS08) 
74LS32) 
74LS74) 
74LS74) 
74LS74) 
74LS08) 
74LS04) 

74LS08. 
74LS32 
74LS74. 
74LS74. 
74LS74. 
74LS08. 
74LS04 

NET U1A) 
NET U3A) 
NET U4A) 
NET USA) 
NET USA) 
NET U£A) 
NET U7A) 

U1A 
USA 
U7A 

U1A 
U3A 

U3A 
U4A 

U4A 
U7A 

.001) 
00£) 
00£) 

.003) 
001) 

005 
00c 

.005) 
001) 

U£A P 001) 

U1A P 002) 



(j o i ned 
(q ua1i f y 
(qualify 
) 

(joined 
(qualify 
(quali fy 
Z£ 
) 

(joined 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 
) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
CLOCK 
(qualify 
(quali fy 
) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 
(q ua1i fy 
(q ua1i fy 
(q ua1i fy 
GND 
(qualify 
) 

(joined 
(qualify 
(q ua 1 i f y 
(quali fy 
(qualify 
(qualify 
(quali fy 
(qualify 
(qualify 
(q ua1i fy 
VCC 
(quali fy 
(qualify 
(qualify 
(quali fy 
) 

U£A P_003) 
U3A P_00£> 

USA P_005) 
U£A P 002) 

USA P_005) 
U6A P 002) 

U6A P_003) 

U4A P_003) 
U5fl F' 00j) 

U6A P_007) 
USA P_007) 
U£A P_007) 
U7A P_007) 
U3A P_007) 
U1A P_007) 

U4A P 007) 

U6A P_001) 
USA P_014) 
U&fi P_004) 
U5fl P_014) 
U£fi P_014) 
U4fl P_014) 
U7PI P_014) 
U3ft P_014) 
Ulft P_014) 

U4fi P_004) 
U40 P_001) 
USA P_001) 
USA P 004) 



EXAMPLE 2 - STABE3 OUTPUT FROM AHPL COMPILER 

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSAL AHPL COMPILER STAGE £ OUTPUT DATE 17-APR-89 
TIME 14:31:IB 

AHPL MODULE: EXAMPLES 

##### -1 :; =VCC -£ : = GND -4: = FLOAT #### 

**** CONTROL SECTION ***** 
MOD# STEP# ELEM# TYPE D n

 

m
 

S R 

1 1 11 DFCS 12 £ -1 35 -1 
1 c. 13 DFCS £4 £ -1 -1 35 
1 3 15 DFCS 13 £ -1 -1 
1 4 17 DFCS 15 £ -1 -1 33 

***** MEMORY ***** 

NAME <R0>CC03 ELEM# TYPE D 

LU 
1 

U
 

1 1 

Y 

GO 
< 0> C 03 

< 0> L 03 

MEM-CK 

MEM-CK 

8 

10 

S 

-1 

-1 

R 

-1 

-1 

***** INPUTS & EX INPUTS ***** 
NAME <R0>[COD ELEM# TYPE 

X 

CLOCK 

RESET 

< 0> C 03 

< 0> L 03 

< 0> C 03 

EXINPU 

EXINPU 

EXINPU 

INPUT LIST 

***** OUTPUTS & EXOUTPUTS ***** 
NAME <R0>CC03 ELEM# TYPE INPUT LIST 

< 0> L 03 EXOUTP 



***** FUNCTIONAL REGISTER ***** 

***** GATES ***** 
GATE # TYPE INPUT LIST 

a OR 13 15 
10 OR 11 17 
1£ OR c!c! 17 
£0 AND i 6 
£1 NAND £0 
cl'cl CND 11 £1 
i=!̂ i NAND £1 
£4 CND 11 cl3 
£0 XOR S 1 
£9 XOR £8 
30 CND £9 15 
33 CND 5 17 
35 NOR 

*** GATES USED *** 
AND : 1 NAND 

NOR 
DFCS 
MEM-CK 

* *— 

1 
4 D-FF 

MEM-EN 

OR XOR 

<.) 

0 
ORCS 
CND 

0 
4 
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EXAMPLE £ - OUTPUT FROM EDIF TRfiNSLflTOR 

(EDIF EXAMPLES. EDF 
(stat us 
(EDIFVersion 1 1 0) 
(EDIFLevel 0) 
(Written 
(Tirnestamp 14:31:34 17-APR-89) 
(comment "The above time stamp is local.") 
(accouting Program "NETLIST.EXE") 
(accouting ProgramVersion " V3.00 ll-Nov-87") 
(comment "EDIF output for AHPL") 
) 

) 

(external TTL_LIB) 
(design EXAMPLES.EDF (qualify lib root)) 
(1i brary lib 
(cell root 
(status 
(Written 
(Tirnestamp 14:31:34 17-APR-89) 
(comment "The ABOVE TimeStarnp is local time" ) 
) 
) 

(view NETLIST root_NET 
(interface 
(define input port VCC) 
(define input port GND) 
(define input port X) 
(define input port CLOCK) 
(define input port RESET) 
(define output port Z) 
) 

(cont ent s 
(i nst ance (quali fy TTL _LIB X _74LS74) X _74LS74 _NET U1A) 
(instance (qualify TTL _LIB X _74LS74) X _74LS74 _NET U£A) 
(i nst ance (quali fy TTL J-IB X _74LS3£) X _74LS3£ -NET U3A) 
(instance (quali fy TTL _LIB X _74LS3£) X _74LS3£ _NET U4A) 
(i nst ance (qualify TTL _LIB X _74LS74) X _74LS74 NET USA) 
(instance (qualify TTL _LIB X _74LS3£) X _74LS3£ _NET U6A) 
(instance (qualify TTL, -LIB X _74LS74) X _74LS74. _NET U7A) 
(instance (qualify TTL _LIB X _74LS74) X _74LS74. _NET UBA) 
(i nst ance (quali fy TTL _LIB X _74LS74) X _74LS74. _NET U9A) 
(instance (quali fy TTL. _LIB X _74LS08) X _74LS0B. _NET U1 OA) 
(instance (quali fy TTL. -LIB X _74LS04) X _74LS04. _NET U11A) 
(instance (quali fy TTL. -LIB X _74LS08) X _74LS08. _NET U1 £A) 



(instance (quali fy TTL _LIB X _74LS04> X_74LS04_NET U13A) 
(i nst ance (quali fy TTL _LIB X _74LS08) X_74LS08_.NET U14fi> 
(instance (quali fy TTL _LIB X _74LSQ6) X_74LS86_.NET U15A) 
(instance (quali fy TTL. .LIB X _74LS86) X 74LS86 NET Ul&fi) 
(instance (quali fy TTL _LIB X, _74LS08) X_74LS08_NET U17fl) 
(instance (quali fy TTL _LIB X _74LS08) X_74LS08_NET U18fi) 
(instance (q ua 1 i f y TTL. _LIB X, _74LS04) X_74LS04_NET U19fi) 
(instance (quali fy TTL. LIB X. _74LS08) X_74LS08_NET ueofl) 
(instance (quali fy TTL. LIB X. _74LS08) X_74LS08_NET U£lfi) 
(j o ined 
(quali fy Ulfi P_00£ : )  

X 
) 
(j o i ned 
(qualify Ulfi P_003) 
(q ua 1 i f y U£00 P_003) 
) 
(joined 
(qualify Uifi P_004) 
VCC 
) 
(joined 
(qualify Ulfi P_001) 
VCC 
) 

(.joined 
(q ua 1 i f y U£fi P_00£) 
X 
) 

(joined 
(qualify U£fi P_003) 
(qualify U£lfi P_003) 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U£ft P_004> 
VCC 
) 
(j o i ned 
(qualify USA P_001) 
VCC 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U3fi P_001) 
(qualify U7fl P_005) 
) 

(joined 
(qualify U3fi P_00£) 
(qualify U8A P_005) 
) 

(j o ined 
(qualify U4fi P_001) 
(qualify U5ft P_005) 



) 
(joined 
(qualify U4A P_00£) 
(qualify U9A P_005> 
) 

(.joined 
(qualify USA P_OC»£) 
(qualify USA P 003) 
) 

(joined 
(qualify USA P_003) 
CLOCK 
) 
(joined 
(q ua1i fy USA P_004) 
(qualify U19A P_00£) 
> 

(joined 
(qualify USA P_001> 
VCC 
) 

(joined 
(q ua1i fy U6A P_001) 
(qualify U1£A P_003) 
) 
(j oi ned 
(qualify USA P_00£> 
(qualify U9A P_005) 
) 

(joined 
(qualify U7A P_00£) 
(qualify U14A P 003) 
) 

(joined 
(qualify U7A P_003) 
CLOCK 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U7A P 004) 
VCC 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U7A P_001) 
(qualify U19A P_00£) 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U8A P_00£) 
(qualify U7A P 005) 
) 

(j o ined 
(qualify USA P_003) 
CLOCK 



) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
VCC 
) 

(joined 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 
) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 
) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
CLOCK 
) 

(joined 
(quali fy 
VCC 
) 

(joined 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 
) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
X 
) 

(joined 
(quali fy 
(qual ify 
) 
(j oi ned 
(quali fy 
(qual i f y 
) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
(q ua1i f y 
) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
(qualify 
) 
(j o i ned 
(quali fy 
(qualify 
) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 

USA P 004) 

UBA P_001) 
U19A P 002) 

U9A P_00£) 
LISA P 005) 

U9A P 003) 

U9A P 004) 

U9A P_001) 
U19A P 00£) 

U1OA P 001) 

U10A P_00£) 
U£A P 005) 

U11A P_001) 
U1OA P 003) 

U1£A P_001) 
USA P 005) 

U1£A P_00£) 
U11A P 00£) 

U13A P_001) 
U11A P 00£) 

U14A P_001) 
USA P 005) 



) 
( j o i ned 
(qualify U14A P_00£> 
(qualify U13A P_00£) 
) 

(joined 
(qualify U15A P_001) 
(qualify Ulft P_005) 
) 

(joined 
(qualify U15A P_00£> 
X 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U16R P_001) 
(q ua1i fy U£0 P_005) 
) 

(j o i ned 
(qualify U16fl P_00£) 
(qualify U15PI P_G03) 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U17PI P_001> 
(qualify U16fl P_003) 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U17fl P_00£) 
(qualify U8fl P_005) 
) 

(joined 
(qualify U180 P_001) 
(qualify U1G P_005> 
) 

(joined 
(q u a l i f y  U 1 P _ 0 0 £ )  
(qualify U9fi P 005) 
) 

(joined 
(qualify U19A P_001) 
RESET 
) 
(joined 
(qualify U£0fl P_001) 
CLOCK 
) 
(j oined 
(qualify U£00 P_GQ£) 
(qualify U3A P 003) 
) 

(joined 
(qualify U£lfi P_001) 
CLOCK 



L)£ 1A P_00£) 
U4fi P 003) 

) 
(joined 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 
) 
(joined 
Z 
(qualify U17ft P_003) 
) 
(j o i ned 
VCC 
(quali fy 
(q ua 1 i f y 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 
(quali fy 
(qual 
(qualify 
(qual 
(qualify 
(qual 
(qual 
(qual 
(q ua1i 
(qual 
(qual 
(qual 
(qual 
(qualify 
(qual 

fy 

P. 
p. 
p. 
p. 
p. 
p. 
p. 
p 

fy 

fy 
fy 
fy 
fy 
fy 
fy 
fy 
fy 

fy 
(quali fy 
) 

(joined 
GND 

U1A 
U£ft 
U3ft 
U4ft 
U5fl 
U6A 
U7fi 
USA 
U9fi P_ 
UlOfl P 
Ullfi 
U1£A 
U13ft 
U14A 
U15 ft 
U16fi 
U17ft 
UlQft 
U19A 
UE'Oft 
ueift 

.014) 
,014) 
.014) 
014) 
014) 
014) 
014) 
014) 
014) 
_014) 
.014) 
.014) 
.014) 
014) 
.014) 
,014) 
014) 
014) 
014) 
014) 
014) 

(q ua1i 
(qual 
(qual 
(q ua1i 
(q ua 1 
(q ua 1 
(qual 
(qual 
(qual 
(qual 
(qual 
(qual 
(qual 
(qual 
(qual 
(qual 
(qual 

ify 
ify 
ify 
i fy 
ify 
ify 
ify 
ify 
ify 
ify 
ify 
ify 
ify 
ify 
ify 
i f y  
ify 

Ulfl 
U£fl 
U3R 
U4ft 
U5R 
U6A 
U7ft 
U8ft 
U9fi 
UlOft 
Ullft 
Ul£fi 
U13ft 
U14ft 
UlSft 
U16A 
U17A 

P_ 
P_ 
P_ 
P 
P_ 
P_ 
P_ 
P_ 
P_ 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 

.007) 

.007) 
007) 
007) 
007) 
007) 
007) 
007) 
007) 
_007) 
_007) 
_007) 
_007) 
007) 
007) 
007) 
007) 
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(qualify U18A P_007> 
(qualify U19fl P_007) 
(qualify U£OA P_007) 
(qualify U£lfl P_007) 
) 
) 

) 
) 

) 
) 



EXAMPLE1 flELL 

1 # TYPE ILINK •LINK 
1 4018 0 31 
c! 4018 0 8 
3 4019 51 0 
4 4019 54 0 
5 4009 6 £9 
6 4009 13 34 
11 4006 19 £5 
14 400£ £8 3 c! 
15 4001 30 37 
16 4001 33 36 
17 4003 35 40 
:st 

1 c. 0 0 
c! wf 0 0 
wl 4 0 0 
4 5 0 0 
5 6 0 0 
6 17 c. 9 
7 5 0 41 
a 5 6 £1 
9 -1 -1 11 
10 5 0 43 
11 -1 0 0 
1£ 6 1 0 
13 14 c. 15 
14 6 0 46 
15 -1 -1 17 
16 6 0 48 
17 -1 o 0 
18 1 4000 0 
19 11 in c. c! 
£0 11 0 ££ 
£1 11 0 0 
iZlcl -1 CI id3 
c! vi -1 0 0 
£4 11 0 45 
£6 13 0 16 
£8 5 0 0 
£9 14 50 
30 1 14 0 
31 15 16 0 
3£ 15 0 56 
33 1 6 0 
34 16 0 4£ 
35 16 15 0 



! 

35 

36 17 0 0 
37 17 0 0 
36 5 0 £0 
33 17 0 £7 
41 - 19 0 57 
42 4 5 0 
43 -1 0 7 
44 14 0 39 
45 £0 0 38 
46 £0 0 10 
40 -1 0 14 
49 5 0 47 
51 5 0 0 
5£ 0 0 
53 6 0 49 
54 6 0 0 
55 4 0 53 
56 6 0 0 



EXAMPLES flELL 

gate # TYPE ILINK OLINK 
1 4018 0 41 
c! 4018 0 8 
3 4018 0 96 
4 4019 80 0 
5 4009 6 74 
6 4009 13 47 
8 4003 65 10 
10 4003 45 16 
11 4008 19 4£ 
12 4003 53 £0 
13 4008 £5 6c! 
15 4006 30 71 
17 4006 36 86 
£0 4001 46 49 
£1 400£ 48 5£ 
lIC 40£9 50 54 
i=.*3 4002 55 57 
£4 40£9 56 59 
£8 4004 73 76 
£9 4004 75 78 
30 40£9 77 81 

40£9 89 91 
35 4005 95 94 

IOLIST 
1 c! 0 0 
c! uf 0 0 

4 0 0 
4 5 0 0 
5 6 0 0 
6 1 c! 9 
7 5 0 63 
8 5 6 £1 
9 8 -1 11 
10 5 0 0 
11 -1 0 0 
1£ 7 0 0 
13 1 £ 15 
14 6 0 43 
15 10 -1 17 
16 6 0 0 
17 -1 0 0 
18 1 4000 0 
19 1£ £ £c! 
£0 11 0 0 
£1 11 13 3£ 
c!i=! -1 35 £3 



£3 
c!4 
£5 
£6 
£7 
£8 
£9 
30 
31 
\2/C~ 

Jj 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
43 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
60 
61 
6£ 
63 
65 
66 
68 
69 
70 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 

-1 0 0 
1 8000 0 
£4 c! £7 
13 0 58 
-1 -1 £8 
35 0 0 
1 1S000 0 
13 c. 33 
15 0 68 
15 17 0 
-1 -1 34 
35 0 0 
1 16000 0 
15 c. 38 
17 0 83 
-1 -1 39 
35 0 0 
1 3£ 7£ 
6 £0 61 
19 0 7 
11 17 0 
1 6 0 
£0 £9 0 
£0 0 0 
£ 1 0 0 
11 £1 0 
iz!c. £4 87 
c!c! iii 0 
clcl 17 0 
1£ 0 0 
£1 0 0 
11 £3 0 
£4 0 0 
£4 0 14 
1 £7 93 
5 £8 0 
15 8 67 
£5 0 105 
13 15 0 
13 0 97 
£6 0 £6 
1 £ 15 0 
15 13 64 
5 1 0 
£8 33 0 
6 £8 0 
£9 0 0 
£9 15 0 
30 0 o 
30 0 99 
30 33 0 
4 0 0 



8£ 15 0 86 
83 31 0 31 
85 17 11 44 
89 5 17 0 
90 33 0 69 
91 4 0 0 
9£ 17 0 82 
93 IE 0 9£ 
94 11 13 10£ 
95 0 0 
96 35 0 101 
97 13 15 104 
98 0 100 
99 17 17 0 
100 0 103 
10£ 15 17 0 
103 0 37 
104 17 0 98 
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